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Chapter Ii:
eXISTING CONDITIONS AND
MANAGEMENT ISSUES
A. Land Use
1. Existing Watershed Uses
Land use within the Lake Merced watershed is primarily recreation related
and reflects a range of activities, and intensity of use and development.
As the largest freshwater body in San Francisco, Lake Merced is an
important aquatic recreational resource that attracts many users. As
one of the City’s designated “Significant Natural Resource Areas,” the
watershed attracts many visitors interested in the study and appreciation
of the natural environment. As one of the larger open space areas in the
City, the watershed also attracts many who are seeking exercise and an
opportunity to be outdoors.
The recreational activities at Lake Merced generally can be grouped into
three broad categories: water-based, trail-based, and land-based. There
are obvious overlaps in these categories (e.g., water-based uses have
land-based facilities, and trail use obviously occurs in upland areas), but
the distinction is useful because it generally reflects distinctly different
user groups. The Lake’s water-based recreation generally falls into two
categories, human- and wind-powered boating and fishing. Due to
the Lake’s function as an emergency water source for the City, typical
aquatic activities such as swimming and gasoline-powered boating are
not permitted. Land-based recreational uses include a diverse range of
activities, including golfing, trap and skeet shooting, camping, picnicking,
and sightseeing. Trail-based activities fall into two categories based on
trail type. The lake’s perimeter trail is the focus of uses that include
walking, jogging, running, bicycling and in-line skating. The area’s other
trails support general walking/hiking associated with sightseeing, nature
appreciation, and dog-walking.
Non-recreation uses in the watershed are generally related to the SFPUC’s
operation of the Lake as an emergency water resource for the City. These
activities are focused around the Lake Merced Pump Station. In addition,
Muni has an agreement with the City to use the Sunset Circle parking
lot as the location for conducting large-vehicle drivers training for its bus
drivers.
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a. Recreational Activities
i. Water-Based Recreation
1. Competitive Boating
Organized competitive boating is one of the primary recreational
activities at Lake Merced. Competitive boating at Lake Merced takes
includes two kinds of boating: sculling and dragon boat racing.
Sculling
Due to its length and calm waters, South Lake is the premier location
in the Bay Area for sculling. Scullers from local high schools and
rowing clubs use South Lake’s waters for training, competition, and
recreational rowing. Four groups have historically used South Lake:
the Pacific Rowing Club (PRC), SF Rowing Club, Saint Ignatius
College Preparatory, and the Dolphin Club. These groups each
rent space in the Harding Road Boathouse to store their sculls and
equipment. Scullers launch their boats from the three docks located
adjacent to the Boathouse.
South Lake’s waters are occupied by rowers practically every day of the
week, particularly in the mornings (6:00 – 8:00 AM) and afternoons
and evenings (3:30 – 8:00 PM). In addition, the Lake is occasionally
used for City- and state-wide competitions. In March of each year
the PRC conducts a Pacific Novice Invitational Regatta in which
approximately 12 to 16 teams are invited to participate in a one day
regatta. The event typically attracts approximately 450 rowers and
several hundred spectators. In December of each year PRC conducts
a fund raiser in which the rowers will row for a 24-hour period of
time.
The Pacific Rowing Club (PRC) is a nonprofit organization that
provides coaching and competitive rowing opportunities to high
school students throughout the San Francisco Bay Area. The club
regularly trains around 100 boys and girls from up to 30 different
Bay Area high schools. PRC-trained rowers have gone on to college
scholarships, Olympic medals, and national championships. In
addition to its regular Junior Rowing Program, the club offers Learnto-Row summer camps for beginners as well as Open & Masters
rowing for adult rowers returning to the sport who prefer a more
structured and coached workout environment and active scullers
seeking a competitive workout environment.
The SF Rowing Club, formerly known as the UCSF Rowing Club,
makes its home at Lake Merced. Membership to the club is open to
the public. Coaching is provided from novice to advanced levels year
round. The club keeps 14 boats, one double and 13 singles, at the
Lake Merced boathouse for member use during daylight hours seven
days a week.
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The Saint Ignatius College Preparatory men’s rowing team, which
trains on South Lake, has won the U.S. Rowing Youth National
Championships on three occasions, first in 1997 and in consecutive
years between 2005 and 2006. In addition, the crew has competed
in the world-renowned Henley Royal Regatta in England, where St.
Ignatius won Princess Elizabeth Challenge Cup in 2006.
The Dolphin Club, which has approximately 45 members ranging
from age 25 to 75, rows on South Lake as well as in San Francisco
Bay. In addition to individual training, the Club conducts training
one weekend each month at the lake. The club keeps about a dozen
boats available for members’ use, from training singles that can be
rowed easily by novices on up to Pocock fiberglass single racing shells.
A regular group typically rows at 6:00 am several weekdays, with a
larger group on weekend mornings at 8:00 am. While several club
members have received national as well as international recognition,
most members use Lake Merced for recreational rowing and training
for Masters Regattas.
Dragon Boating
Dragon Boat racing, a 2,000-year-old Chinese sport, is one of the
earliest known forms of boat racing. This rapidly growing sport
regularly attracts paddlers who train and compete on North Lake, and
visitors who come to watch special events. The sport involves long,
narrow canoe-style boats that are powered by a crew of 20 (typically
18 paddlers, a drummer, and a sweep or tiller). The California
Dragon Boat Association, a locally-based non-profit, helps schedule
and support regular training sessions on the Lake for a diverse group
of teams with affiliations to schools (e.g., City College, Lowell
High School), business and professional organizations (e.g., Kaiser
Permanente’s Dragon Healers), and civic and cultural groups (e.g.,
the gay and lesbian Rainbow Coi). Paddlers come from diverse ethnic
backgrounds, with strong representation from the Asian American
community due to the sport’s cultural roots.
The CDBA also regularly hosts races at Lake Merced, including the
CDBA Youth Race, CDBA College Cup Championship, CDBA
Regional Dragon Boat Regatta Race, and the International Dragon
Boat Festival Race. The CDBA rents some space in the Harding Road
Boathouse, but the large size of the boats requires that they be stored
off site and delivered to the lake for each practice or event. The boats
put into the lake at the boat ramp on the north side of the isthmus.
2. Leisure Boating
In addition to the competitive team boating, the Lake provides
opportunities for the public to participate in more casual leisure
boating, including canoeing, kayaking, sailing, and paddle boats. The
use of gas-powered boats generally is not allowed on the Lake in order
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to protect the quality of the water. The one exception is for boats that
are used by coaches associated with the crew teams during training.
Both North and South Lakes are open to the public for leisure
boating. Boat launch areas are located on both sides of the Harding
Road Isthmus, however the hoists and docks on the south side are
in disrepair and not currently operable. Since no rental facilities are
available at the lake at this time, visitors generally need to bring their
own boats. Together the lack of boats to rent on site and the poor
condition of existing launch facilities limits the amount of private
leisure boating on the two lakes.
The San Francisco State University Community Sailing and Aquatic
Recreation Program provides classes on sailing and small boat safety
on Lake Merced through the SF State Department of Recreation,
Parks, and Tourism, in cooperation with other partner organizations,
including SFRPD. The Lake is an ideal place to learn sailing because
of its moderate winds, sheltered waters and its beautiful natural
environment. The program provides week-long youth sailing camps
for children ages 8-15 years, as well as adult sailing classes through the
regular university. In addition to learning sailing skills, the program
integrates environmental education to teach young sailors about the
unique wildlife, plants and environment of Lake Merced. In June
2010, the program will begin offering kayaking and environmental
education camps, including a week long Sailing and Science camp
which is being done in partnership the SFRPD and the California
Academy of Science.
The SFSU Community Sailing and Aquatic Recreation Program is
open to all youth in the community, including those with disabilities,
and offers scholarships for youth from lower income families. The
program provides outreach instruction to many youth groups, such
as the YMCA, Boys and Girls Clubs, SF Unified School District and
nonprofit community organizations, serving over 225 kids, adults and
SFSU students each year. The busiest times for the sailing program
are: weekends in the Spring and Fall, and daily during the Summer.
The lake is used from 9-12 AM for beginners and 1-4 PM for sailing
with more experienced people and for racing. The program maintains
boats and equipment at the Harding Road Boathouse, and uses both
North Lake and South Lake for its classes.
3. Wind-surfing
Wind-surfing, while not a major activity at the Lake, is part of the
recreational mix—providing a safe environment particularly for
beginners. The San Francisco School of Windsurfers, which was
established at Lake Merced in 1988, provides lessons for beginning
and intermediate windsurfing on South Lake. The school operates
on weekends, Spring through Fall.
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4. Fishing
Lake Merced is a unique resource for urban angling in the Bay Area.
As the only public lake with trout fishing from San Francisco to
Cupertino the lake is within reach of close to 3.5 million people.
However, fishing at Lake Merced is not the robust activity that it
once was. As recently as the mid-1980’s, Field and Stream magazine
called Lake Merced “the crown jewel of urban fishing programs,” and
on a typical weekend hundreds of children and their parents would
line the banks of the lake in pursuit of rainbow trout, channel catfish
and other species. However, in the 1990’s declining lake levels
resulted in warmer water temperatures and poor water quality that
were inhospitable for many fish and aquatic insects, and tules grew
along the shallow shorelines, choking off shore access to anglers. The
drop-off in fishing associated with these conditions resulted in several
of the lake’s once-popular fishing piers becoming derelict and/or
marooned in the tules, and the bait-and-tackle shop concession that
once operated out of the Boathouse closed.
Over the past decade, the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission
has worked to successfully raise lake levels, so that the lake again
supports rainbow trout and other fish populations. Between 20042008, Cal Trout and its partners sponsored “Trout Day,” a major fish
stocking event that celebrated the rebirth of Lake Merced as one of the
nation’s finest urban fishing destinations and introduced children and
youth ages 6 to 15 to fishing. Held in June on North Lake, the event
taught over 300 kids to fish and attracted about 1,000-1,200 people
each year. The event included a kids-only fishing site, fishing clinic
with rods and equipment provided, and snacks. Prior to the event,
the Lake was stocked by CalTrout and the California Department of
Fish and Game with catchable-size rainbow trout for the clinic. In
addition to Trout Day, the California Department of Fish and Game
also has been making regular plants of approximately 25,000 pounds
per year of rainbow trout into Lake Merced. In 2010, the Pacific Rod
& Gun Club began exploring the introduction of a youth fishing
program at the John Muir site.
Throughout its history, Lake Merced’s native fish have endured
numerous challenges including saltwater intrusion, elevated water
temperatures, and poor water quality. In addition, numerous nonnative species of fish have been introduced over the past century.
Today, Lake Merced is known primarily for trout fishing, but is
also a sleeper urban fishery for largemouth bass and channel catfish.
Typically, North Lake provides the best fishing for trout, and South
Lake yields the best action for bass and catfish.
Anglers fish primarily from the lake’s shorelines and fishing piers, and
occasionally from boats. There are four fishing piers: two on North
Lake, one at Sunset Circle and a handicapped accessible pier on the
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Harding Road Isthmus; and two piers on the South Lake, one near
the Boathouse and the other at the west end of the viaduct. The
lake is open to fishing year-round, but the season is typically April
to October, with summer being the busiest time. A fishing license
is required for all anglers 16 years and older. The bait shop and boat
rental facility that used to operate out of the Boathouse no longer
exists, so there is currently no on-lake location for renting boats or
buying bait, fishing supplies, or licenses.
5. Boathouse
Although not technically water-based recreation, the Boathouse on
Harding Road is a critical support facility for all of the water-based
recreation discussed above. The Boathouse is a 2-story, 15,200-square
foot building built in 1958. The upper floor, which has been vacant
since 2003, has restaurant facilities that include a kitchen, bar, dining
room, pool room, and restrooms. The lower level of the facility is
primarily storage for the boating clubs that use the lake, as well as a
small office used by SFRPD gardeners.
Prior to the low lake levels of the 1990’s, the boathouse housed a bait
& tackle shop and boat rental concession that provided boating and
fishing services including boat rentals and fish stocking of the lake,
in addition to the bar and restaurant upstairs. With the completion
of the Harding Park Golf Course upgrades and the improved water
levels at the Lake it seems to be an appropriate time to seek a new
concessionaire to rehabilitate and operate the Boathouse. However,
after being vacant for years, the building is in need of substantial
upgrades, including removal of asbestos. In addition, the downstairs
is not large enough to meet the storage demands for the three rowing
clubs and SFRPD. As a result, it may be better to completely rebuild
and expand the facility rather than renovate.
ii. Trail-based Recreation
Lake Merced’s trail system (Figure 6: Existing Trail System) represents
a significant recreation resource that rivals the Lake’s aquatic uses in
popularity. The system includes two types of trails: the paved perimeter
trail that encircles the Lake, and a series of nature trails that extend
from the perimeter trail down to or along the lake shoreline. The two
trail types accommodate different types of users and provide different
types of experience, with perimeter trail generally accommodating
more vigorous activities (running, power walking, in-line skating,
biking) and the nature trails accommodating more passive activities
(sight-seeing, nature appreciation, dog walking).
Accessibility for all users is difficult to achieve on all portions of
the Lake’s trail system due to the steep shoreline topography. The
Perimeter Trail, which is relatively level, is ADA (Americans with
Disability Act) compliant and accommodates those with disabilities
24
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and other mobility limitations. Only limited portions of the lake’s
nature trails are ADA compliant due primarily to steep slopes, but
there is potential in some locations for trails to be upgraded for ADA
compliance.
Trail users reach the Lake Merced trail system via car, bus, bicycle, and
on foot. Parking is provided in on-street spaces and in four off-street
lots: Sunset Circle, Viaduct East, Viaduct West, and Harding Road.
While readily available during the week, parking is more constrained
during the weekends. There are nine public transit stops dispersed
around the Lake, with the majority on Lake Merced Blvd. Lake
Merced Boulevard, John Muir Drive, and Skyline Boulevard, which
are all City-designated bike routes, accommodate bicycle access to
the Lake. Also, the bicycle lanes and off-street paths along the Great
Highway provide effective access to the Lake for bicyclists and skaters
from the northern part of the City. For those walking to the Lake
from surrounding neighborhoods, there are eleven crosswalks around
the lake perimeter (For more discussion of the various modes of
transportation and their connections to the Lake refer to the following
Circulation, Access and Parking section.).
1. Lake Perimeter Trail
The Lake is encircled by 4.4-mile paved perimeter trail that runs
adjacent to the public streets that border the lake. The asphalt trail
varies in width, but is generally 8-12 feet wide with a 1-4 foot wide
landscape strip between the trail and street curb. Throughout much
of its length the paved trail is also paralleled on the lakeside by an
informal, unpaved jogging lane. The paved surface and level grade
make the perimeter trail well suited to active uses such as walking,
running, bicycling, and in-line skating, and is heavily used both by
residents of the area and those who seek it out as a destination. As one
of the few trails in the City where trail use is uninterrupted for such a
long distance, it is the preferred destination for many who are seeking
either casual exercise or more formal distance training. It also has the
benefit of being one of the more scenic settings in the City where one
can run on a continuous paved trail.
The trail’s appeal makes it a destination for groups as well as individuals.
Groups, such as the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society’s – Team-InTraining, use the Lake Perimeter Trail as their primary location for
training. The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society’s – Team-In-Training
program uses the Lake to train participants to complete an endurance
event (i.e. a half marathon, marathon, triathlon, century ride or hike).
In exchange for this professional training they raise funds to help find
a cure for leukemia, lymphoma, Hodgkin’s disease and myeloma. In
addition to training, the lake perimeter trail also is used for organized
races and events, including the 4.5 mile Lake Merced Run, the Lake
Merced Half-Marathon (three times around the lake), the Nike
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Women’s Marathon, the San Francisco Adventist School Walkathon,
and the Susan G. Komen Run for the Cure in 2008.
2. Lakeside Nature Trails
Lake Merced presents a unique opportunity for residents of and
visitors to San Francisco to appreciate the beauty of coastal California
nature without leaving the city. The lakeside nature trails in the
interior of the watershed encourage exploration and enjoyment of the
natural open space, and allow visitors to experience the ecology of the
entire watershed on foot. The watershed has ten designated nature
trails distributed around the lake (see Figure 6). They include the
following:
Sunset Circle Trail
The Sunset Circle trail is a paved loop that extends down from two
points along the parking lot to the pedestrian bridge to Harding
Park Golf Course. The western portion of the loop encompasses the
blufftop overlooking North Lake and includes benches for enjoying
views and interpretive signs to enhance visitor understanding of the
Lake’s history and ecology. The portions of the trail leading down to
the bridge are quite steep, and are not ADA compliant.
The trail’s alignment is ambiguous south of the bridge, where the
bridge trail connects to one of the golf courses golf cart tracks. While
public access is permitted between the bridge and the Harding Road
Boathouse, limited wayfinding direction for pedestrians and signs
prohibiting public entrance to the golf course create a confusing
situation for trail users. Trail users continuing on to the Harding
Road Boathouse area are supposed to walk on Harding Road through
the golf course, and are specifically prohibited from using the cart
paths even though the street has no sidewalks or on-street markings
for pedestrians and bicycles.
Sunset Circle Trail to Fishing Pier
This trail is a secondary unpaved foot path that extends down Sunset
Circle’s western slopes to a fishing pier. The trail is overgrown and
difficult to find and follow, and includes non-ADA compliant wood
stairs. The water access the trail provides is a great amenity for fishing,
wildlife viewing, and the separation from the roadside experience.
The stairs and overgrown condition require improvements.
The Mesa Loop Trail
The Mesa Loop Trail is an informal, unpaved trail that extends from
the Lake Perimeter trail around the edge of the Mesa top providing
views out over East Lake to Harding Park and to North Lake. A
secondary spur bisects the loop crossing through the mid-point of
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the Mesa. The informal character of the trail is intended to keep use
to moderate levels compatible with the Mesa’s natural character and
sensitive habitat.
Cypress Point Trail Loop
The Cypress Point trail is located at the east end of East Lake near
Winston Boulevard and provides access to a bluff-top vista point
overlooking the lake. The north end of the trail was originally installed
as an asphalt driveway for P.U.C. access, but has been converted to a
pedestrian and bicycle trail. The south end of the trail was built in
2008. The two trail sections meet at the top of the bluff, where a spur
trail extends down the western slope to an overlook. The width varies
from approximately 6-8 feet, with the newer section of trail being
paved with concrete. It has a varying slope from flat to steep, with the
steeper portions exceeding ADA accessibility requirements.
Viaduct East Trail
The Viaduct East Trail consists of three spurs, all of which connect
the parking lot at the east end of the viaduct to the pedestrian crossing
over the viaduct. None of the trails is paved, although the long gentle
trail that extends down from the north end of the parking lot is
the most well-defined. The other two are steeper, more ill-defined
volunteer trails. All three receive a high level of use from the parking
lot and pedestrians and bicycles crossing the viaduct from John Muir
Drive. The northern trail is ADA compliant, but the other two are
not.
Viaduct East Trail to Waters Edge
This is an informal volunteer trail that extends from the northernmost
Viaduct East Trail down to the water’s edge where there was once access
to a fishing pier that is now engulfed in tules. The trail is unpaved,
has a width of approximately 4 feet, and is not ADA compliant. The
trail condition is poor and largely overgrown, and the level of use is
low due to the inaccessibility to the water’s edge due to the dense
growth of tules.
Lake Merced Boulevard East Trail
Located on the east side of Lake Merced Boulevard, this trail is an
informal volunteer trail that extends from Brotherhood Way south
to the Daly City line. While informal, the trail provides important
pedestrian connections to Camp Ida Smith, but is not ADA compliant.
To the south, the trail connects to the historic Broderick-Terry Duel
site, a neighborhood park and trails in Daly City. To the north, it
connects to a similar informal trail that extends east along the south
side of Brotherhood Way. North of Lake Merced Hills Road, the trail
is a narrow worn track, little more than a foot wide. South of Lake
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Merced Hills Road, the trail widens to 3-5 feet until it reaches the
entrance drive to the Lake Merced Hills tennis club. At that point,
the trail ends and pedestrians use the driveway to access the duel site
and park.
Viaduct West Trail
Located at the west end of the viaduct, this trail is a spur from the Lake
Perimeter trail that connects to the viaduct and the parking lot off
John Muir Drive. The trail, which is asphalt paved, is approximately
12 feet wide and ADA compliant. The trail receives heavy use due to
the parking lot and the pedestrians and bicycles crossing the viaduct
from Lake Merced Boulevard. The presence of picnic tables, benches,
a drinking fountain, and portable restroom adjacent to the trail further
encourage its use.
John Muir Drive Fishing Pier Trail
The John Muir Drive Fishing Pier Trail is an ADA accessible trail
constructed in 2002. It is located between the John Muir Way parking
lot and a fishing pier located just north of the viaduct. The trail width
is approximately 5 feet with concrete and timber stairs and a gravel
ramp. Trail use level is moderate to low with the trail condition at
a moderate to poor level. Slope erosion will prevent the use of this
trail if it is not repaired. Opportunities and constraints include water
access and views.
Harding Road Trails
Harding Road has a series of trails that extend along the main entry
roadway and down to the water’s edge. They connect the area to the
Perimeter Trail at Skyline Boulevard and connect the parking lots to
the area’s amenities—the picnic areas, beach, boathouse, boat piers,
and fishing piers. The trails, which are asphalt paved, range in width
from 4 to 10 feet and are generally ADA compliant.
iii. Land-based Recreation
1. Recreational Target Shooting
The Pacific Rod & Gun Club, a non-profit corporation, has operated
a recreational target shooting concession on the John Muir site since
1934. The Club has approximately 300 members representing all
age groups, including both men and women, and is also open to the
general public. The shooting facilities include six skeet fields, 2 trap
fields, and an indoor small-bore (i.e., .22s and pellet) rifle range.
Only shotguns and a few small bore rifles (22s and pellet) are allowed
to be used at the facility. Hand guns and other types of firearms are
not allowed. Ammunition is now limited to target loads (i.e., reduced
gun powder) to minimize travel distance of the shot, and, by order of
the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, only non-toxic
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shot (i.e., steel or bismuth) can be used.
Although lead shot has not been used at the facility since 1993,
ongoing sampling of lake water quality has indicated that its historic
use at the club has potential for contamination of the lake’s waters.
While testing in recent years has indicated that lead levels in the water
do not exceed state standards, the lake has been dredged in efforts to
remove old shot and the SFPUC continues to monitor the lake.
The shooting facilities are open Wednesday, Saturday, and Sunday
from 11:00 am to 5:00 p.m. year round, as well as July Fourth and
Labor Day. Additionally, several rifle clubs rent the indoor range for
the use of their club members during the evening (6-10pm), and safe
gun handling courses for teens and adults are held during the evenings.
In addition to regular target practice, the Club offers several special
events for its members including N.S.S.A., Skeet Shoots, P.I.T.A.,
A.T.A. Trap Shoots, and International Skeet Competitions.
In addition to the firing ranges, the facilities include a Clubhouse
Dining Hall and Banquet Facility that is available to the general
public to rent for parties and receptions. The clubhouse, which has a
commercial oven and range, refrigerator/freezer, full wet bar, fireplace,
dining area and dance floor, has seating capacity for 100 people.
The facilities also include a large surface parking lot and a public
restroom. The parking lot has been used by a number of organizations
for parking and the staging of large-scale events such as swap meets,
auto club events, and Olympic Club golf tournaments. In addition,
the Pacific Rod & Gun Club hosts a number of other functions, such
as an Easter Breakfast & Egg Hunt, 4th of July festivities, Boy Scouts,
etc.
While the Pacific Rod & Gun Club has been a recreational asset over
its many years at the lake, its presence has raised concerns over the
years related to a number of issues, including: the noise associated
with the firing ranges; the compatibility of firearms use in what is now
a populated urban area; the commitment of such a large area of usable
land to such a limited use; and the potential for contamination related
to historic use of lead shot at the ranges.
2. Golfing
Historically, golf has played a major role for Lake Merced and the
surrounding area with three courses developed in the decade between
1915 and 1925 occupying a major portion of the City’s southwest
corner. Together Harding Park, the Olympic Club and the San
Francisco Club golf courses establish the area as a major recreational
destination. Of the three, Harding Park is the only public course.
First opened in 1925, the 163-acre Harding Park is a municipal course
owned by the City and County of San Francisco. The city’s parks
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and recreation department is responsible for course maintenance,
and contracts with a concessionaire to operate the course including
the pro shop and tee-time reservations. In addition to the 18-hole
championship course, the Harding Park complex includes the
executive nine-hole Jack Fleming Golf Course, a full-sized practice
range, and a modern clubhouse and restaurant capable of hosting
special events.
In addition to accommodating public use, Harding Park is also a
world-class course that regularly hosts the San Francisco City Golf
Championship, one of the oldest running amateur golf events
in the country, and has played host to numerous professional golf
tournaments over its long history. Since completion of a major
renovation in 2003, Harding has hosted two men’s professional golf
tournaments: the WGC-American Express Championship in 2005
and the Presidents Cup in 2009. Over the next ten years, several more
PGA Tour events are scheduled to be hosted at Harding according to
an agreement between the City and the PGA Tour.
While the course has always been a recreational asset, its presence has
raised concerns over the years related to a number of issues, including:
the impact of major tournaments on the availability of lake facilities to
the public during such events and the impact of thousands of visitors
and tournament hosts on the lake’s facilities and physical environment;
and the City’s ability to adequately maintain and operate the course in
a cost-effective manner.
3. Nature Appreciation and Sightseeing
The natural environment of Lake Merced is a rich setting whose
vegetation, wildlife, and water attracts many visitors who want to
enjoy its natural qualities. Nature appreciation takes several forms. It
includes visitors who simply want to enjoy the outdoors, walking the
lake’s trails and taking in the lake’s dramatic views. It also includes the
more serious naturalists who are intent on observing and documenting
the lake’s distinctive flora and fauna. It also includes those who come
to the lake to actively engage in activities to protect or enhance its
natural values.
While rich in resources, there are relatively few facilities or programs
to promote nature appreciation at the Lake. The SFRPD has
installed some interpretive signs around the Lake (e.g., Sunset Circle,
Harding Road, Impound Lake) to promote public appreciation of the
watershed, and the department also conducts a Volunteer Program
that strives to increase community involvement to enhance parks and
recreation programs. The Program recruits, trains, educates, manages,
and recognizes volunteers. Volunteers include school and community
groups, corporations and individuals. At Lake Merced, volunteers
have been recruited to participate in ecological restoration and in
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leading nature walks. Restoration activities have focused on habitat
enhancement measures, including the removal of non-native, invasive
species such as French broom and cape ivy, and replacement with
appropriate natives or other drought-tolerant species.
Another group that is actively involved in promoting nature
appreciation at the Lake is the Golden Gate Audubon Society (GGAS).
The GGAS has led field trips to Lake Merced since its founding in
1917. GGAS members are particularly interested in the birds that
use the watershed. GGAS members bird at the lake individually,
in groups on GGAS-sponsored field trips, and during the annual
Christmas Bird Count. They also participate in surveys of the heron
and cormorant colonies, and assist in restoration projects. The focus
of many of their activities are on the areas around the Viaduct and
Vista Grande Canal on the South Lake, the Boathouse area, and the
North Lake around the Sunset Circle, the Mesa and Cypress Point.
Traditionally the lake has always been an excellent birding site.
Birders visit the lake throughout the year, but most heavily during
fall migration from mid-August through October. Birding is usually
best in the morning, so most birders visit the lake early in the day.
However, during fall migration there is regular use of the lake in the
late afternoon and evening.
GGAS-sponsored field trips to the lake are irregular, but typically are
held in April or in the Fall. It is not unusual to find rare birds at
the Lake during fall migration. A winter day of birding is likely to
produce 50 to 75 species or more. Spring nesting species number
about 50. During summer, birds disburse and are more difficult to
find, but the birding at Lake Merced is generally more productive
than most other places typically yielding about 30 species.
4. Picnicking
Given the Lake’s limited upland area, it has never been a major
destination for picnicking, but it does offer limited picnic facilities
that serve as an important complement to the Lake’s other uses. Two
areas on the Lake provide picnic facilities, with the largest being on
the north side of the Harding Road Isthmus overlooking North Lake.
The Harding Road facilities include a dozen pads for tables (some
tables appear to be missing) and half a dozen barbecue pits adjacent to
a turf area. This area receives heavy use, particularly on weekends and
in association with dragon boat races and the staging of other events.
The other site is located on the west end of the Viaduct between
South and Impound Lakes. The area has three picnic tables, but no
barbecue pits.
5. Camping
Camping is not a primary activity at the Lake. The 5.8-acre Camp Ida
Smith is the only area in the watershed where camping is permitted.
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The site has been leased by the SFPUC to the Girl Scouts since the
early 1950’s. The camp, which is operated and maintained by the
Girl Scout Council, is used primarily for Girl Scout camping, but
is occasionally rented to other non-profits (e.g., Boy Scouts) for use.
The camp is fenced and public access is not permitted. The site
provides girl scouts and adults associated with the program with a
place for outdoor programming including a day camp, troop camping,
events, workshops, staff training, etc. Built facilities at Camp Ida
Smith include a camp house with small kitchen for indoor camping, a
central toilet house, picnic tables, fire-pit barbecues, a fire circle with
wooden benches and small stage.
Generally, the Scouts stay inside the Ida Smith property participating
in activities such as outdoor cooking, campfire, map and compass
skills, and nature awareness. But they also go on hikes around the
lake and have discussed a partnership with a local sailing club to
extend sailing and boating as an option to their scouts. The camp is
most highly used on the weekends in the spring and fall months and
throughout the summer.

b. Recreational Facilities
Given the intensity of public recreation supported at the Lake, there are
relatively few developed recreational facilities within the watershed. As
illustrated in the Facilities Map (Figure 7), facilities generally are clustered
near parking. Thus, the majority of the facilities are located at Harding
Road, Sunset Circle, and at either side of the Viaduct between South
and Impound Lakes. The following provides a summary of recreational
facilities at the key subareas around the Lake (as of January, 2010):
i. Facilities
1. Harding Park Golf Course
• 18-hole Harding Park Golf Course
• 9-hole Fleming Golf Course
• Practice driving range
• Golf Course Clubhouse (Golf Shop, Restaurant, Banquet Facilities)
• Parking Lot (250± Spaces)
• Maintenance Yard
2. Pacific Rod and Gun Club
• 6 skeet ranges
• 3 trap ranges
• Indoor, small-bore rifle range
• Clubhouse / banquet hall
• Restrooms
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• Parking Lot (no spaces marked)
• Caretaker’s Residence
3. Harding Road North
• Picnic Area (12 tables, 6 barbecue pits)
• Turf Area
• Parking Lot (43± spaces)
• 2 Fishing Piers (1 Handicapped accessible)
• Boat Ramp
• Boat Dock
• Statue (King Carlos III)
• Paved Trails
• Drinking Fountain
• Interpretive Signage
4. Harding Road South
• Boathouse
• Upstairs (kitchen, bar, dining room, pool room, and restrooms)
• Downstairs (boat storage and SFRPD gardener’s office/storage)
• Restrooms
• Parking Lot (27± spaces)
• Boat drop-off
• 2 Fishing Piers (1 derelict and unusable)
• 2 boat hoists and docks (both overgrown and inoperable)
• 3 boat docks
• Overflow Parking/Lay-down Area (no spaces marked)
• Bicycle Racks
5. Sunset Circle
• Parking Lot (130± spaces marked)
• Statue (Juan Bautista de Anza)
• Benches/Overlook
• Interpretive Signage
• Fishing Pier
• Restrooms (portable)
• Paved and Unpaved Trails
• Bicycle Racks
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6. The Mesa
• Unpaved Trail
7. Cypress Point
• Paved Trail
• Bench/Overlook
8. Viaduct East
• Unpaved Trails
• Bench/Overlook
• Parking Lot (40± spaces marked)
• Statue (Bufano Penguin)
• Interpretive Signage
• Fishing Pier (overgrown and derelict)
9. Viaduct West
• Paved Trails
• 3 Benches/Overlook
• 3 Picnic Tables
• Parking Lot (24± spaces marked)
• Restroom (portable)
• Fishing Pier
• Drinking Fountain
• Bicycle Racks
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ii. Concession Operations and Lake Tenants
Kemper Sports Management, First Tee of San Francisco, and the PGA
Tour are concessions at the Harding Park Golf Course. The Pacific Rod
& Gun Club operates the skeet and trap shooting concession at the John
Muir site. The four rowing clubs, the SFSU sailing program, and the
CDBA all rent space at the Harding Road Boathouse. The Girl Scouts
have a long-term agreement with the SFPUC to rent the Camp Ida Smith
campground facility east of Lake Merced Boulevard. The following table
details the lease agreements with each of these groups. 		

c. Education and Research
Lake Merced is an important education and research resource for nearby
schools (e.g., San Francisco State University, Lowell High School)
and nonprofit organizations (e.g., Audubon Society). The Lake and
surrounding environment provide a unique environmental education
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Lake Merced Concession Operators and Tenants Lease Agreements
Location

Type of
Agreement

Agreement With

Leasing
Agency

Initial Term
Ends
Extension

Amount

Harding Park Golf Course

Management
Agreement

Kemper Sports
Management

SFRPD

7/1/2010

2 year

Harding Park Golf Course

Lease

First Tee of San Francisco

SFRPD

8/31/2012

6 year

Harding Park Golf Course/
Harding Park Road/Sunset Circle*

License
Agreement

PGA TOUR

SFRPD

12/31/2019

3 - 9 year

South Lake

Month-toMonth Lease

Pacific Rod and Gun Club

SFRPD

N/A

N/A

$ 4,250/mo.

Boathouse

Month-toDolphin Club
Month Permit

SFRPD

N/A

N/A

$ 725/mo.

Boathouse

Month-toPacific Rowing Club
Month Permit

SFRPD

N/A

N/A

$ 575/mo.

Boathouse

Month-toSFSU Sailing Program
Month Permit

SFRPD

N/A

N/A

$ 125/mo.

Boathouse

Month-toSt. Ignatius
Month Permit

SFRPD

N/A

N/A

$ 375/mo.

Boathouse

Month-toSF Rowing Club
Month Permit

SFRPD

N/A

N/A

$ 375/mo.

Camp Ida Smith

Annual
Permit

SFRPC

N/A

N/A

$1/year

Girl Scout Council

*If the Boathouse is renovated for a restaurant or similar use, City shall use its best reasonable efforts to include in any agreement a provision requiring
the operator to make the Boathouse available for events related to the Championship.
**California Dragon Boats do not have an agreement initiated by Property Management, but store dragon boats on the Lake and have access to a
storage room through the Operations Division. They pay $100 per year.

resource that can be conveniently observed and studied and serves as an
important outdoor “classroom.” SFSU students and faculty have been
using Lake Merced as a site for regular university classes, field trips, and
research projects since the campus opened at its present location in 1953.
Thousands of students have visited and used the Lake for class studies,
field trips, and research. Numerous departments, faculty, and graduate
students have conducted research on Lake resources and issues, including
at least eight master’s theses by SFSU graduate students. SFSU students
and faculty have developed significant databases on Lake resources and
continue to monitor resource levels.

d. Distribution and Seasonal Patterns of Recreation
Recreational activity is not evenly distributed around the Lake. The
distribution of visitors to Lake Merced is concentrated in a few areas that
have the largest upland areas and the most facilities, particularly parking.
Sunset Circle, Harding Road, Harding Park Golf Course, the Pacific Rod
and Gun Club, and the Viaduct areas receive the highest concentrations
of visitor use, along with the Lake Perimeter Trail. In between these
activities areas are long stretches of shoreline that have little or no visitor
use due to their inaccessibility.
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Seasonally, Lake Merced is most popular during the warmer and drier
months between April and November. Picnickers take advantage of the
barbeques and picnic tables on summer weekends and holidays. The use
of the perimeter trail is relatively consistent year-round as a destination
for walkers, runners, and bicyclists.
Daily and weekly patterns of visitation are also important to understanding
the distribution of recreation at Lake Merced. Weekends are much
busier than week days, and mornings are typically busier than afternoons.
Anglers are most prevalent in the mornings. Rowers are most active in
the early morning and late afternoon. Dragon boaters are most active on
weekday afternoons and on weekends. At the Pacific Rod and Gun Club,
visitors to the firing ranges are only permitted to shoot outdoors between
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday.

e. Profile of Lake Users
No user surveys have been conducted at Lake Merced, but based on
stakeholder reports Lake users and visitors are quite diverse in age,
ethnicity, and recreational interest. All of the organized programs at
the Lake, including rowing, sailing, dragon boating, fishing, shooting,
and nature study/restoration involve people of all ages and backgrounds.
While many users come from surrounding area, including residents of
surrounding neighborhoods like Parkmerced, West Lake, Merced Manor,
and Lakewood Apartments, and students from SFSU, the uniqueness of
the recreational and natural resources at the Lake also attract people from
all over the City and beyond.
Of course, the current composition of Lake users and visitors is influenced
to some extent by a number of factors that can change with time.
While the fundamental open space qualities of the setting are generally
constant, more changeable factors such as the mix of uses and facilities,
the condition of facilities, and the state of lake levels, all can influence
the number and type of visitor to the Lake. For example, prior to the
low lake levels of the 1990’s, fishing, sailing, and other leisure boating
attracted much larger numbers than they do currently, and because of
those visitors concessions like the bar, restaurant, and bait & tackle shop
that were formerly in the Boathouse were viable operations.
While not specifically addressing Lake Merced, a citywide Recreation
Assessment conducted in 2004 provides insight into citywide recreation
patterns that are pertinent to Lake planning. The study found that
running/walking and nature visits, two uses which are popular at Lake
Merced, are the most popular activities for city residents. It also found
that the same activities (running/walking and nature visits) would
experience the greatest increase in use if more facilities and programming
were available.
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2. Surrounding Land Uses
As can be seen in the aerial photograph in Figure 3: Local Context,
the pattern of land uses surrounding Lake Merced has two distinct
characters. The areas north and east of watershed are highly developed
urban neighborhoods, while the areas to the west and south have a
predominantly open space character. As shown in Figure 8: Open Space
Lands, the Lake Merced watershed is part of a larger complex of public
and private recreation and open space uses that occupy the majority of
southeast corner of the City.

a. South of the Lake
The area south of the Lake is dominated by two private golf clubs—
the Olympic Club and the San Francisco Golf Club—whose four golf
courses combine to provide a large swath of open space between the
watershed and development in Daly City. Between the two golf courses,
the northernmost portion of Daly City’s large Westlake subdivision is
located directly south of Impound Lake. In addition, two uses—the
San Francisco Police Department Pistol Range and the Lakewood
Apartments—are located along John Muir Drive between the Lake
and the Olympic Club and Fort Funston. The San Francisco Police
Department Pistol Range, which is located on the lake side of John Muir
Drive, provides indoor classrooms and outdoor ranges for police officers
to obtain firearms training (handgun and shotgun), take target practice,
and hold firearm tournaments. The Lakewood Apartments, which are
located on the hillside opposite the Pacific Rod & Gun Club, is a 7- and
8-story, 721-unit residential complex that overlooks South Lake.

b. West of the Lake
To the west, the majority of the area is occupied by Fort Funston and
the San Francisco Zoo. Fort Funston, a former military installation, is
now managed as part of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. The
beach and dunes are maintained as a natural area for public recreation
and environmental education. The San Francisco Zoo, which is owned
and operated in partnership between the City of San Francisco and San
Francisco Zoological Society, provides a more developed environment
than Fort Funston, but also focuses on public recreation, and encouraging
conservation through education.
Tucked between the Zoo and Fort Funston are three uses that are not
specifically open space uses: the Oceanside Water Pollution Control
Plant, the Janet Pomeroy Center, and the National Guard Recruiting
Station. The Oceanside Water Pollution Control Plant, which sits directly
opposite the entrance to Harding Park, has been very carefully sited
behind naturally-vegetated dunes specifically to maintain the area’s natural
character. The Janet Pomeroy Center, located just west of North Lake, is
an organization that provides recreation and vocational opportunities for
developmentally disabled children. The Center’s facilities, which include
40
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program rooms, a therapeutic swimming pool, gymnasium, computer
lab, kitchen, stage and multipurpose room, playground, day camp, and
community garden center, is also well-screened from public view by a
dense stand of eucalyptus trees along Skyline Boulevard. Similarly, the
National Guard Recruiting Station facilities, which are surrounded by
the treatment plant, Zoo, Janet Pomeroy Center, and open space, are
generally not visible to the general public.
Like Lake Merced, the golf courses, Fort Funston, and the Zoo all serve as
attractions that bring people to the area who are interested in recreating
and enjoying the outdoor environment. Typical of recreational open
space, these destinations attract relatively low volumes of visitors on a
day-to-day basis. However, they can occasionally serve as sites for major
events that attract large crowds to the area, particularly the Olympic
Club golf course which, like Harding Park, host tournaments that draw
thousands of people (e.g., U.S. Open, U.S. Amateur, and U.S. Junior
Amateur tournaments).

c. North and East of the Lake
With a couple exceptions, the development immediately to the north
and east of the Lake is predominantly residential. North of the lake,
the neighborhood consists of a uniform pattern of detached, two-story,
single-family homes. In the portions of the neighborhood immediately
opposite the Lake, homes are sited on only one side of the road so that
they face toward the lake. East of the Lake, two residential developments
occupy the areas opposite the southern portion of the Lake and Harding
Park. The Merced Hill condominiums occupy the hilltop south of
Brotherhood Way and the Parkmerced neighborhood occupies the area
north of Brotherhood Way.
Parkmerced is a planned neighborhood of high-rise apartment towers
and low-rise garden apartments. With 3,221 residences and over 9,000
residents, it is one of one of the largest neighborhoods of apartment blocks
west of the Mississippi River. The owners of Parkmerced have plans
for a major redevelopment of the aging housing complex. Among the
changes envisioned that might have implications for Lake Merced would
be an increase in the total number of residences to 8,900, enhancement
of pedestrian and bicycle connections to Lake Merced Boulevard, the
addition of new ingress/egress points along Lake Merced Boulevard,
enhancements to the Brotherhood Way intersection with Lake Merced
Boulevard, and the planned use of naturally filtered stormwater to help
replenish the aquifer and Lake Merced.
The area immediately north of Parkmerced and extending up to
Middlefield Drive (opposite the Mesa) is occupied by three academic
institutions: San Francisco State University, Lowell High School,
and Lakeshore Alternative Elementary School. Altogether, the three
institutions bring over 33,000 students and 4,000 faculty and staff to
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the area each day, plus thousands of visitors each year to the myriad
performances, workshops, lectures, conferences, exhibits, debates, forums
and other programs offered to the public.
In 2006, San Francisco State prepared a new campus master plan that
establishes a long-term vision for the physical environment and identifies
improvements to occur through 2020. Improvements focus on how to
accommodate an increased enrollment of 5,000 students and academic
initiatives, and ways to best serve the university’s many constituents. In
addition to planning for a larger campus population, the master plan also
calls for “strengthening the University’s connections to Lake Merced….”

3. Land Use Issues
a. Recreational Activities
i. Water-based Recreation
Water-based Recreation-1: Facilities for Organized Group Versus
Public Use
Many clubs, schools, and local teams, including the rowing clubs, the
dragon boaters, and the Rod & Gun Club, are active in recreational
activities at Lake Merced. These organizations require specialized facilities
for equipment storage and competition, and require time when they
can use the lakes and upland areas for their practices and events. While
there previously were more facilities and concessions that catered to the
general public, recreational facilities at the Lake and the scheduling of the
watershed’s use is now largely dominated by groups and organizations. As
public open space, it is important that Lake Merced provide facilities that
support recreation for the general public as well as organized recreation.
Water-based Recreation-2: Future of the Boathouse
Once the center of recreation and social life at Lake Merced, the
boathouse has since fallen into disrepair. While the upstairs sits vacant
and deteriorates, the downstairs is no longer adequate to meet the space
needs of the rowing clubs that use the Lake. Advocates for Lake Merced
are unanimous in the need for a new boathouse to improve the quality
of recreation at the Lake. Given its condition, it is generally believed
that the building will need to be replaced rather than rehabilitated.
This raises many questions, including how big it should be, what uses it
should accommodate, how it will be paid for, and even where it should
be located.
Water-based Recreation-3: Facilities and Services to Enhance Visitor
Experience
The return of higher lake levels means that the once vibrant fishing and
leisure boating that was eliminated by shallow waters could now return.
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However, the facilities and concessions that once served these uses should
be replaced if the uses are to return. A bait & tackle shop concession
would enhance visitors experience by providing a place to purchase
fishing licenses, bait and supplies, and a boat rental concession would
enhance leisure boating by making boats available to the public.
Water-based Recreation-4: Potential Boating Conflicts
The mixing of competitive boating and leisure boating has the potential
to generate use conflicts. The competitive boaters move swiftly across the
length of the lake (scullers in particular), and are not watching for leisure
boaters and anglers who might be leisurely crossing the lake. Enhanced
management of boating activities would help to minimize the potential
for conflicts associated with increases in both the range of boating activity
and the number of users on the Lake.
Water-based Recreation-5: Shoreline Access for Fishing
Traditionally fishing at Lake Merced was done primarily from the
lakeshore, rather than from boats. However, the change in lake levels
has altered shoreline conditions, and the subsequent growth of tules has
made the lake much less accessible to fishing from the shoreline and
has also engulfed several of the fishing piers. Accommodations for safe
fishing should be considered not only to facilitate better fishing, but also
to avoid threats to habitat and slope stability associated with fisherman
creating their own access to the shoreline.
ii. Trail-based Recreation
Trail-based Recreation-1: “Volunteer” Trails
In addition to the designated nature trails that serve important recreation
and circulation functions, there are a number of unwanted “volunteer”
trails around the lake that raise safety and environment issues. These
trails, which are created by hikers who refuse to stay on designated trails
and wear trails where they are not desired, contribute to slope erosion,
disturb flora and fauna, create public safety concerns, host undesirable
activity, and do not fulfill any necessary function.
Trail-based Recreation-2: Regional Trails
In order to promote access to the Lake through means other than the
automobile, it is important that Lake Merced, as a regional destination,
be fully integrated with key regional trails. The California Coastal Trail,
which will ultimately extend the length of the state, is aligned along Ocean
Beach and through Fort Funston, passing very close to Lake Merced.
Similarly, the San Francisco Bay Area Ridge Trail, a planned 500-mile
trail intended to encircle the San Francisco Bay along the ridge tops, is
planned to extend along Sunset and Skyline Boulevards adjacent to the
Lake. Coordinated efforts are recommended to ensure that the Lake
Merced trail system is fully integrated into these regional trail systems.
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Trail-based Recreation-3: Dog Walking
Current policy requires that dogs must be on-leash and stay on designated
trails when being walked at the Lake. There is confusion, however,
because historically the Mesa was used as a de facto off-leash area, and
many organizations continue to list it as such and many still allow their
dogs to run off-leash. Such use is inconsistent with the environmentally
sensitive character of the Mesa. Educational outreach is suggested to
clarify management intent and enhance the visitor experience of the
Mesa.
Trail-based Recreation-4: Staging Areas and Trail Amenities
Given the high level of the Perimeter Trail’s use for training by runners
and cyclists, there are relatively few facilities to support and accommodate
this use. Drinking fountains and restroom facilities are quite limited.
There are also limited space and facilities for staging training sessions for
large groups or organized race events. The narrow confines of Harding
Road easily become overwhelmed during major events.
Trail-based Recreation-5: Wayfinding
Wayfinding signage and educational signage systems are intermittent
around Lake Merced. Separation of traffic on the trail with signage or
center line striping is missing, as are park plan signs, location signs and
wayfinding signs.
Trail-based Recreation-6: Security and Public Safety
Vegetation around the Lake is frequently dense, and can obscure views
into natural areas by the public, SFRPD staff, and the police. Such
conditions can attract undesirable and illicit activities that make users
uncomfortable and detract from the visitor experience. A careful balance
needs to be found between resolving such safety issues and maintaining
habitat integrity.
Trail-based Recreation-7: Traffic Conflicts With Trail Use
Although the trail experience on the Perimeter Trail is enhanced by its
scenic lake setting, it also suffers from its adjacency to busy City streets.
Trail users are exposed to both noise and visual blight associated with the
adjoining streets that are in conflict with the otherwise serene character
of the lakeside trail. The adjacent traffic also presents a latent safety
concern, particularly along Lake Merced Boulevard where traffic is heavy
and fast-moving. The lack of separation or barrier between trail users
and moving traffic reduces user comfort and enjoyment.
Trail-based Recreation-8: Trail Conditions
User comfort is also affected by various trail conditions, including
variations in trail width, discontinuities in the jogging trail, and
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encroachment by utility poles, vegetation, crosswalks, and ramps that
reduce trail width. The trail is also periodically interrupted by slope
erosion at various locations as a result of flooding (e.g., opposite the Vista
Grand Canal) or insufficient stormwater management.
Trail-based Recreation-9: Perimeter Trail User Conflicts
The level grade, smooth pavement, and continuous alignment make
the Lake Perimeter Trail ideal for runners, cyclists, and skaters. It also
provides an ideal condition for those with disabilities, limited mobility,
and with infants and baby strollers. Conflicts can occur when levels
of user ability vary greatly, trail user volumes are high, and there is no
separation of uses.
Trail-based Recreation-10: Perimeter Trail Character
On the east side of the Lake, where the perimeter trail runs adjacent to
the Harding Golf Course an eight-foot tall chain link fence encloses the
golf course. The user experience of being sandwiched between this fence
and the busy traffic of Lake Merced Boulevard is undesirable and out of
character with a lakeside trail.
Trail-based Recreation-11: Trail Discontinuity Through the Golf
Course
While public access is permitted through the Harding Park Golf Course
to get from Sunset Circle to the Harding Road Boathouse, the existing
condition does not encourage or support pedestrians wishing to take
this route. At present pedestrians are required to walk a poorly-signed
route through a parking lot and in the roadway between the golf course
Clubhouse and the Boathouse.
iii. Land-based Recreation
Land-based Recreation-1: Limited Upland Area
The limited amount of usable upland area around the Lake combined
with the high demand for active recreation creates an inherent pressure to
use the Lake’s limited upland resources as effectively as possible, and not
to encroach on or reduce the quality of the Lake’s natural environment in
response to such pressures.
Land-based Recreation-2: Increased Demand from Surrounding
Development
The planned redevelopment of Parkmerced and expansion of San Francisco
State will substantially increase the daily population in the vicinity of
Lake Merced. Ultimately Parkmerced proposes to add more than 5,600
new residences (roughly 10,000 people) and up to 7,500 new jobs. The
University projects an additional 5,000 students plus additional faculty
and staff to serve them. While both projects are proposing significant
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enhancements to transit, circulation, and stormwater management that
will benefit the Lake, the proposed increases in population also will
translate into greater use of Lake Merced as a recreational and leisure
resource. Capacity and maintenance issues undoubtedly will be raised
with the addition of thousands of people to the Lake vicinity.
Land-based Recreation-3: Compatibility of Existing Land Uses
Land uses at the Lake have evolved in an ad hoc fashion over time
without the benefit of a clear vision or plan to guide them. Four uses in
particular have raised questions about their consistency with the vision
of the watershed as a natural resource-based public open space. Those
uses include large-vehicle drivers training, the collection of electronic
materials for recycling, off-leash dog walking, and skeet & trap shooting.
Those who have expressed concern recognize the value of each of these
uses, and in the case of the Pacific Rod & Gun Club their long history at
the Lake, but also believe that these uses compromise the environmental
quality of the watershed and/or the visitors’ recreational experience. The
user groups associated with these uses, who would like to maintain their
use at the Lake, do not necessarily agree with this position.
Land-based Recreation-4: Noise Pollution
The Pacific Rod and Gun Club and the San Francisco Police Pistol Range,
situated on the western shore of South lake, both generate significant
noise associated with the gun fire at their respective ranges. The noise
has been identified as an issue for surrounding residents, for recreational
visitors to the Lake, and for local wildlife (particularly birds). Although
the Pacific Rod & Gun Club is in the watershed planning area, the San
Francisco Police Pistol Range is located outside the planning boundary.
Land-based Recreation-5: Concentrated Recreation at Harding Road
The Harding Road isthmus has a high concentration of recreational
facilities on a relatively constrained site. In addition to providing boating
access to two lakes and the only public access to the Harding Park Golf
Course, the narrow isthmus includes the Lake’s largest picnic facility and
a Boathouse that has not been fully utilized for years. Conversely, other
viable recreation areas, such as Sunset Circle and the John Muir site,
have relatively few facilities and are under-utilized by comparison. This
uneven distribution of uses results in unnecessary congestion and conflict
among the various Harding Road functions.
Land-based Recreation-6: Special Event Impacts
Special events such as golf tournaments, boating regattas, and marathons
are regular occurrences at Lake Merced. While the golf course, lakes, and
perimeter trail are excellent facilities for these events, the Lake generally
lacks the support facilities necessary (e.g., restrooms, parking, and
concessions) to easily accommodate thousands of visitors at a time. As a
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result, these events can cause significant wear and tear on the grounds and
facilities and effectively displace public access to typical Lake activities
for the duration of the event. In addition, these events tend to affect
long-term planning for the Lake because the demand for event parking
requires significant portions the Lake’s limited upland resources (e.g.,
Sunset Circle, John Muir site) to remain as surface parking lots that are
underutilized the rest of the time.
Land-based Recreation-7: Lack of Maintenance
At the same time that demand for recreation and for facilities at the Lake is
growing, many existing recreational facilities at the Lake are deteriorating
due to the combination of heavy use, limited maintenance staff, and/or
deferred maintenance. Thus, the capacity to meet recreational demand
is declining or static at best.

B. Circulation, Access, and Parking
1. Summary
There are several significant transportation issues that affect existing and
potential uses at Lake Merced. These include:

a. Pedestrians
• The perimeter trail is too narrow given current volumes of bicyclists and pedestrians. Along sections of the trail on both the east
and west side of the lake, the path has only a narrow grass strip
between it and lanes of high-speed motor vehicle traffic, creating
pedestrian discomfort.
• Given the length of its circumference, adequate pedestrian street
crossings to the lake are quite limited, with only five locations along
Lake Merced Boulevard: Middlefield, Winston, Font, Higuera and
Brotherhood, and three clustered in front of the Lakewood Apartments on John Muir Drive. An additional protected crossing is
provided across Skyline Boulevard at John Muir Drive, but inadequate crossing time is offered. A flashing pedestrian crossing signal
has also been recently installed at Skyline Boulevard and Herbst
Road. At other locations, pedestrians must cross two or more lanes
of high-speed vehicle traffic to reach the lake, resulting in a strong
deterrent and potential safety problems.
• Sidewalk segments are missing or inadequate along the outside perimeter of the roads surrounding the lake.
• A new pedestrian refuge and flashing light has been installed to
connect Lake Merced across the four, high-speed lanes of Skyline
Boulevard at Herbst Road to the Janet Pomeroy Center, but no
stoplight or traffic calming is planned.
• There have been a significant number of traffic-related pedestrian
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injuries and fatalities on the roads around the lake, but it is unclear whether the injury rates are higher or lower than would be
expected given pedestrian and traffic volumes.

b. Transit
Transit access suffers because of the poor pedestrian access to bus stops.
The low density of uses around the lake and the irregular activity schedule
suggests that increased regular Muni service is unlikely. Programsponsored shuttles may be necessary for improved transit connections.

c. Bicycle
The perimeter trail is too narrow for comfortable sharing between
bicyclists and pedestrians.
Two of the longest bike trails in the city serve Lake Merced – the perimeter
trail and the Great Highway path – but these trails do not connect.
Adequate bike crossings can be found only at the four intersections on
the east side of the lake with adequate pedestrian crossings, resulting in
significant gaps in the six designated bike routes that serve the lake.

d. Auto
The roadways around the lake were designed in the early 20th century as
high-speed parkways.
There may be opportunities to reduce speeds and potentially eliminate
some lanes in order to improve safety and meet other SFPUC goals.

e. Parking
There is sufficient parking for all users around the lake, with the exception
of very rare major events.

2. Automobile Circulation and Access
a. Streets
All of the roadways surrounding Lake Merced are outside the watershed
boundaries. Thus, the San Francisco SFPUC does not have jurisdiction
over them. The surrounding roadways are under the jurisdiction of
the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), with
the exception of Skyline Boulevard, which is managed by Caltrans as
state-designated Highway 35. The SFPUC may recommend roadway
changes to these responsible agencies, but cannot change the roadways
itself. Evaluating and implementing recommendations put forward in
this plan will therefore require coordination between the SFPUC, MTA
and Caltrans.
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The SFPUC does, however, maintain roads and parking lots within its
land, including Sunset Circle and Harding Road.
Key streets serving the Lake Merced area (see Figure 9) include:
• Lake Merced Boulevard: Generally two lanes in each direction,
except for three northbound lanes between South State Drive and
Winston Drive. Striped as one lane in each direction between Sunset Boulevard and Skyline Boulevard. Limited on-street parking
is allowed on both sides between Winston and near Acevedo Avenue.
• John Muir Drive: Generally one lane in each direction, with limited parking on both sides.
• Skyline Boulevard/Highway 35: Generally two lanes in each direction, with no parking.
• Great Highway: Generally two lanes in each direction, with no
parking.
• Sunset Boulevard: Generally three lanes in each direction, with no
parking.
• Brotherhood Way: Two lanes in each direction, with no parking.
• Harding Road: One lane in each direction.
Signalized intersections are found at:
• Skyline Boulevard and John Muir Drive.
• Lake Merced Boulevard and Brotherhood Way.
• Lake Merced Boulevard and Higuera Avenue.
• Lake Merced Boulevard and Font Boulevard.
• Lake Merced Boulevard and South State Drive.
• Lake Merced Boulevard and Winston Drive.
• Lake Merced Boulevard and Middlefield Drive.
*Note: The Parkmerced development project is proposing to add more signals along Lake
Merced Boulevard between Vidal Drive and Garces Drive.

All other intersections are uncontrolled or stop sign controlled.

b. Traffic Conditions
Some streets around Lake Merced carry heavy volumes of traffic,
particularly at commute peaks, while other streets accommodate much
lower traffic volumes. Limited, inconsistent traffic data were available at
the time of this report, but observations reveal clear traffic patterns:
• Major commute period traffic is found on:
-- Lake Merced Boulevard between Brotherhood Way and Sunset
Boulevard.
-- The Great Highway.
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-- Skyline Boulevard/Highway 35 south of the Great Highway.
• Significantly lower traffic volumes are found on:
-- Skyline Boulevard between the Great Highway and Sunset
Boulevard.
-- Lake Merced Boulevard south of Brotherhood Way.
-- Lake Merced Boulevard west of Sunset Boulevard.
-- John Muir Drive.
• Only local traffic on Harding Road.

c. Public Safety
Data on pedestrian safety can be found in the Pedestrian section that
follows.

d. Issues
Auto-1: Excessive Vehicle Speed
A major complaint among lake users during the planning process was
excessive vehicle speed around the lake. While speed surveys were not
available for this plan, observations confirmed a significant number
of motorists exceeding the posted speed limits. Indeed, most of the
roadways around the lake were designed not as streets but as highways,
with wide travel lanes and super-elevation around curves that facilitate
higher travel speeds.
Auto-2: Context Insensitive Street Design
Consistent with their 1950s-era highway design, the primary roads around
Lake Merced reflect a single predominant design value: the smooth, highspeed flow of motor vehicles. By and large, the existing public roadways
in the area do not acknowledge the natural, open space character of the
Lake or the high numbers of pedestrians and bicyclists who use the area.
More recently, concepts such as “Context Sensitive Design” of roadways
encourage designers to consider other factors, such as the needs of other
modes of transportation, as well as aesthetic, economic development,
ecological and other goals.
Auto-3: Multiple Responsible Jurisdictions
The fact that different agencies have jurisdiction over the area’s
roadways complicates coordination, particularly at the intersections of
State Highway 35 with local City streets where Caltran’s and SFMTA’s
jurisdictions meet.
Auto-4: Awkward Intersection Configurations
Several of the major intersections around the lake are of non-standard
design. For example, traffic turning left from southbound Sunset
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Boulevard onto eastbound Lake Merced Boulevard has right of way over
through westbound traffic along Lake Merced Boulevard. Intersections
along Skyline Boulevard also have unusual configurations.

3. Pedestrian Circulation
a. Pedestrian Facilities
The perimeter path around Lake Merced is one of the most heavily used
recreational walkways in the City. It provides a mostly uninterrupted
walking environment for over four miles. Several other short, mostly
unpaved paths branch off at various locations around the lake to serve
parking lots, piers, picnic areas, and other services (Refer to the Recreation
section for more detailed discussion of trail facilities around the Lake).
Despite their heavy use, pedestrian access to the Lake Merced trails is
generally poor, with protected pedestrian crossings provided at only a few
locations (see Figure 10).

b. Jurisdictions
The perimeter path and other trails within the watershed planning area
are under the jurisdiction of the SFPUC and are managed by SFRPD.
The paths west of Skyline Boulevard and the Great Highway are generally
under the jurisdiction of the National Park Service. Other sidewalks are
generally under the jurisdiction of the SFMTA.

c. Safety
The San Francisco Department of Public Health collects pedestrian injury
and fatality data for San Francisco. Figures 11 and 12 show data from
2002-2006, identifying total injuries, severe injuries and fatalities for
pedestrians. While total pedestrian injuries are higher in the downtown
than at Lake Merced, the total pedestrian volumes are far lower at Lake
Merced. As a result, pedestrian crash rates may in fact be higher here than
elsewhere in the City. Additional data on pedestrian and traffic volumes
are necessary for determining whether injury rates in the watershed
planning area are higher or lower than would be expected.
During the period analyzed, there was a pedestrian fatality at the corner
of Lake Merced Boulevard and Brotherhood Way, as well as severe
pedestrian injury crashes along Lake Merced Boulevard near the Lake
Merced Heights condominiums, and at Skyline and Great Highway.
Moderate injuries were reported at various other locations around the
lake, as shown in the detailed inset.
It is also important to note that the severity of pedestrian injuries
correlates strongly with speed, since the force of impact in a crash varies
according to the mass of the objects involved times the square of their
velocity. When hit by vehicles traveling at 40 mph, approximately 70%
of pedestrians will die in a crash. For more detail, see Figure 13.
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Figure 11: Citywide Pedestrian Injuries
2002-2006

Figure 12: Lakeshore and Ocean View
Pedestrian Injuries 2002 - 2006
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Figure 13: Injury Severity and Traffic Speed

Source: “Gut Argument”, Verkehr, 1991.

More detail about pedestrian existing conditions is included in the
discussion of specific pedestrian circulation issues below.

d. Pedestrian Circulation Issues
Pedestrian-1: Lake Merced Perimeter Trail Presents Pedestrian
Obstacles
The multiuse perimeter trail around Lake Merced is well used at all
times of day. The issues with the trail are detailed in the 2006 Draft
Lake Merced Trails and Circulation Plan. Key among these issues is
that the high volumes of users and narrow trail width result in conflicts,
particularly between cyclists and pedestrians. Another key issue is the lack
of connections between the trail and surrounding city streets, addressed
below.
Pedestrian-2: SFMTA Roadways Limit Pedestrian Access to the Lake
• Great Highway. No pedestrian accommodation is provided along
the Great Highway between Lake Merced and Sloat Boulevard,
despite the high volumes of pedestrians on the multiuse paths at
either end of this stretch.
• John Muir Drive. A continuous sidewalk is provided along the
east side of John Muir Drive, but the sidewalk on the west side
only extends along the frontage of the John Muir Apartments
complex. Motorists who park along the west side of the street
north of the complex must walk in the street or in the dirt along
the roadside. Three crosswalks are provided from the apartments
to the lake, but no others are provided to the north or south of
the apartment complex. Existing crosswalks lack design features
such as bulb-outs or median refuges that might enhance pedestrian
safety.
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• John Muir/Lake Merced Boulevard. Traffic along Lake Merced
Boulevard is not required to stop at this intersection, and there
are high-speed free right-turn lanes in both directions. The result
is that it is very difficult for pedestrians to cross safely. There is a
sidewalk along the west side of Lake Merced Boulevard that ends
at this intersection, forcing all pedestrians to cross toward the lake
path.
• Lake Merced Boulevard/Lake Merced Heights. No sidewalks
are provided here, but there is an unprotected crosswalk with no
median refuge. No sidewalks are provided along the east side of
Lake Merced Boulevard.
• Lake Merced Boulevard/Brotherhood Way. No sidewalks are
provided along the south side of Brotherhood Way or the east side
of Lake Merced Boulevard. A push-button controlled, signalized
pedestrian crossing is available across Lake Merced Boulevard on
the north side of Brotherhood Way.
• Lake Merced Boulevard/Higuera Avenue. A pushbutton-controlled, signalized pedestrian crossing is available across Lake Merced Boulevard on the north side of Higuera.
• Lake Merced Boulevard/Font Boulevard. This is the only intersection where controlled pedestrian crossings are available on all
legs of an intersection.
• Lake Merced Boulevard/South State Drive. Despite the fact
that this is a major entrance to San Francisco State University and
a signalized intersection, no pedestrian crossings are allowed across
Lake Merced Boulevard. Sidewalks are provided on all sides.
• Lake Merced Boulevard/North State Drive. Again, no pedestrian crossings are allowed across Lake Merced Boulevard. Sidewalks
are provided on all sides.
• Lake Merced Boulevard/Winston. A pushbutton controlled pedestrian crossing is provided across Lake Merced Boulevard on the
north side of Winston only.
• Lake Merced Boulevard/Middlefield. A pushbutton controlled
pedestrian crossing is provided across Lake Merced Boulevard on
the east side of Middlefield only.
• Lake Merced Boulevard along north side of Lake. No sidewalk
is provided along the north side, but sidewalks are available along
Gellert and Lakeshore, the frontage roads. The path on the south
side is narrow and immediately adjacent to the high speed travel
lanes.
• Lake Merced Boulevard/Sunset Boulevard. No pedestrian accommodation is provided at this intersection, with high speed,
uninterrupted traffic flows between Lake Merced Boulevard and
Sunset Boulevard. There are no pedestrian crossings in the half
mile between Sunset and Middlefield. Pedestrians may cross Sun57
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set Boulevard a quarter mile to the north at Ocean Avenue. An
unprotected crosswalk is provided 150 feet west of this intersection, but no median refuge or other techniques provide protection
from the high speed traffic.
• Lake Merced Boulevard/Skyline Boulevard/Herbst Road. No
pedestrian accommodation is provided at this complex intersection, with high speed, uninterrupted traffic flows along Skyline.
An unprotected crosswalk across Skyline is provided about 150
feet south of Herbst, but no median refuge or other techniques
provide protection from the high speed traffic.
Pedestrian-3: Caltrans Roadways Limit Pedestrian Access to Lake
• Great Highway/Skyline Boulevard. This intersection has an
unusual traffic configuration, with northbound traffic continuing along Skyline not required to stop, and a high-speed, free
right turn lane from southbound Great Highway onto Skyline.
No median refuges are provided. The result is that there is no
protected accommodation for pedestrians or bicyclists at this intersection, particularly for those wanting to connect between the
Great Highway bikeways and the Lake Merced bike path.
• Skyline Boulevard/John Muir Drive. There is a major entrance
to Fort Funston at this location, generating significant pedestrian
demand. A pedestrian crosswalk is provided at only one of the
four intersection legs, which crosses a high-speed, free rightturn lane from John Muir to Skyline. A push-button controlled
pedestrian interval is provided at the traffic light here, allowing
pedestrians to cross Skyline. The 18-second pedestrian phase,
however, only gives pedestrians time to cross to the highway median, where they must wait another cycle before completing their
crossing. Typically, pedestrians simply run across the intersection
or get caught in the middle of the street when the light turns
green for cross traffic.
• Skyline Boulevard. There is no pedestrian accommodation
along the west side of Skyline Boulevard.
• Skyline Boulevard/Harding Way. No pedestrian crossings are
permitted across Skyline, but traffic calming and a median refuge
improve the pedestrian crossing of Harding Road.

4. Bicycle Circulation
a. Routes and Connectivity
All of the roads around Lake Merced are important bike routes identified
in the city’s Bike Plan. A connected network of high quality bikeways leads
to the lake vicinity, including the bike path along the Great Highway and
bike lanes on Winston Drive. These all provide access to the continuous
multiuse perimeter trail around the Lake (See Figure 10).
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San Francisco State University, with its on-campus “Bike Barn,” is a major
generator of bicycle traffic, and many weekend recreational riders use the
streets around the lake as part of longer journeys.
Implementation of the 2006 San Francisco Bicycle Plan Update had been
delayed due to a court injunction, but is underway again as of 2010.
Among the “near term” projects to move forward at or near the lake are:
• Bike lanes on John Muir Drive between Lake Merced Boulevard
and Skyline Boulevard.
• 19th Avenue Mixed-Use Path from Buckingham Way to Holloway Avenue.
• Buckingham Way Bicycle Lanes from 19th Avenue to 20th Avenue.
• Sloat Boulevard Bicycle Lanes from Great Highway to Skyline
Boulevard.
The Bike Plan suggests minor improvements to the network around
the perimeter of the Lake. No details are given, though this group of
upgrades is intended to “address small gaps and other deficiencies”. The
main issue is that the multiuse path is too narrow to comfortably support
the volume of pedestrians and cyclists using it.
The Bike Plan also recommends long-term improvements to Brotherhood
Way between Arch Street and Lake Merced Boulevard, but there is
currently no specific design. This segment would be a new addition to
the bike network. The conceptual plans for the Parkmerced development
show improved bicycle accommodation within Parkmerced, and increased
permeability to Lake Merced Boulevard. This improved access will only
realize its full potential if crossings are put in place so cyclists can reach
the perimeter pathway.

b. Issues
Bicyclists experience many of the same problems as pedestrians. In
addition to the pedestrian issues detailed above, the following issues are
specific to bicyclists:
Bicycle-1: Lake Merced Perimeter Trail Presents Bicycle Obstacles
As noted in Pedestrian-1, the high volume of pedestrians and cyclists on
the path presents conflicts for both sets of users.
Bicycle-2: SFMTA Roadways Limit Bicycle Access to the Lake
• Great Highway. The Great Highway bicycle path extends from
the Cliff House, but ends abruptly at Sloat Boulevard. While
portions of the Great Highway south of Sloat have wide shoulders, some stretches do not, or the shoulders are frequently covered in sand, forcing cyclists to merge into high speed auto traffic.
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• John Muir Drive/Lake Merced Boulevard. Bicyclists face the
same problems as pedestrians trying to connect between the two
bike routes that intersect here, or between those routes and the
perimeter trail.
• North Side of Lake. Because of the absence of crossings along
Lake Merced Boulevard or Sunset Boulevard along the north
side of the lake, the designated bike routes here make a series of
detours to take advantage of the protected crossings available at
Lake Merced/Middlefield and Sunset/Ocean.
Bicycle-3: Caltrans Roadways Limit Bicycle Access to the Lake
• Great Highway/Skyline Boulevard. This intersection has an
unusual traffic configuration, with northbound traffic continuing
along Skyline not required to stop, and a high-speed, free right
turn lane from southbound Great Highway onto Skyline. No
median refuges are provided. The result is that there is no protected accommodation for bicyclists at this intersection, particularly for those wanting to connect between the Great Highway
bikeways and the Lake Merced bike path.
• Skyline Boulevard/John Muir Drive. Accommodations for
cyclists wishing to travel along Bike Route 91 between Skyline
and John Muir is poor, requiring that they merge across high
speed lanes or use the pedestrian crossing that is not intended for
bicycle use.
• Lake Merced Boulevard/Skyline Boulevard. Cyclists experience
the same difficulties as pedestrians at this high-speed complex
intersection.
Bicycle-4: Inadequate Bicycle Parking at Lake
The Lake currently provides limited secure bicycle parking. As
additional bicycle connections are made to increase bicycle accessibility
to the lake, there is likely to be a shortage of bike parking at major lake
destinations.

5. Transit
a. Routes and Headways
Transit services in the Lake Merced vicinity are provided by MUNI,
BART and SamTrans. Bus transit routes circle the entire lake, and eight
bus stops are located on Lake Merced’s perimeter roads (see Figure 14).
Current Muni service was modified December 5, 2009, eliminating the
88 and making other modest changes.
Lake Merced is directly served by three bus routes with minimum
headways of 15 minutes (see Table 2). Bus service is generally oriented
to provide connections with San Francisco’s Sunset, Richmond, Merced
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Heights and Balboa Park neighborhoods. No routes directly serve the
Downtown. Bus connections to the Balboa Park BART station via Route
29 take approximately 18 minutes.
Bus routes with adjacent services to the Lake include:
• Route 18, 46th Avenue – Stonestown to Outer Richmond, with
connection to the M Ocean View LRT line at Stone-stown Station (Winston Drive).
• Route 29, Sunset – Bayview to Presidio via Sunset, with connection to BART at Balboa Park Station and to the M Ocean View
LRT line at Stonestown Station (Winston Drive).
• SamTrans Route 122 – South San Francisco BART Station via
South San Francisco, Colma, Daly City and Lake Merced Boulevard to Stonestown.
More frequent transit service can be found along the 19th Avenue
corridor, with weekday headways between 8 and 12 minutes and weekend
headways between 12 and 20 minutes. The M Ocean View LRT provides
the only direct connection to Downtown within a 15-minute walk of
Lake Merced.
Other nearby bus services include:
• M, Ocean View – Balboa Park to Downtown, with connections
to Routes 18 & 29 as well as 17 & 23.
• Route 17, ParkMerced – Park Merced to West Portal, with connections to the K, L, & M LRT lines at West Portal Station.

Figure 14: Current transit routes at Lake
Merced
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Weekday Frequencies (frequencies in minutes)
7am 9am 4pm First
9am
4pm
6/7pm
Eve

Service

Last

Owl

Adjacent Services:
18

5:34am

15

20

15

20

12:21am

--

29 south of 25th Avenue &
California

6:02am

10

15

10

20

12:19am

--

Samtrans 122

7:08am

n/a

30

30

8:34pm

--

M

5:42am

9

10

9

15

12:10am

91, L-OWL

17

6:15am

20

30

20

30

12:04pm

--

23

5:44am

15

20

15

30

12:11am

--

28

5:20am

11

12

12

30

12:23am

91 OWL

28L am to Daly City BART

7:09am

8-15

--

--

--

8:44am

--

28L am from Daly City BART

7:20am

10-15

--

--

--

8:54am

--

28L pm to Daly City BART

2:07pm

--

8-14

--

--

3:35pm

--

28L pm from Daly City BART

2:03pm

--

9

--

--

4:09pm

--

Nearby Services:

Service

Weekend Frequencies (frequencies in minutes)
7am 10am First
10am
6pm
Eve

Last

Owl

Adjacent Services:
Saturday 18

6:20am

20

20

20

12:21am

--

Sunday 18

6:20am

20

20

20

12:21am

--

Sunday 29 south of 25th
Avenue & California

6:00am

15

15

20

11:54pm

--

Samtrans 122

9:32am

n/a

30

30

6:01pm

--

Saturday M

5:35am

12

12

20

12:11am

91, L-OWL

Sunday M

8:12am

20

15

20

12:11am

91, L-OWL

Saturday 17

6:15am

20

20

30

12:10pm

--

Sunday 17

6:15am

20

20

20

11:44pm

--

Saturday 23

5:42am

20

20

30

12:11am

--

Sunday 23

5:42am

20

20

30

12:05am

--

Saturday 28

5:21am

12

12

20

12:23am

91 Owl

Sunday 28

5:21am

12

12

20

12:23am

91 Owl

Nearby Services:

Source: San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency website

Table 2: Lake Merced Transit Services
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• Route 23, Monterey – The Zoo to Bayview, with connection to
the K & L LRT lines at St. Francis Circle Station.
• Route 28, 19th Avenue – Daly City BART to the Marina, with
connections to BART at Daly City Station and the M Ocean
View LRT at Stonestown Station.
• Route 28L, 19th Avenue Limited – Daly City BART to the Richmond, with connections to BART at Daly City Station and the
M Ocean View LRT at Stonestown Station.

b. SFMTA Transit Effectiveness Project (TEP)
As part of the Transit Effectiveness Project, the SFMTA made the
following recommendations for changes to services to Lake Merced and
nearby destinations.
• Route17-Parkmerced should be rerouted to circle Lake Merced
and service the Westlake Shopping Center and Daly City BART
station.
• Route18-46th Avenue should no longer run around Lake Merced, but instead run directly to Stonestown Mall via Lake Merced
Boulevard.
• Route J-Church may be extended to SFSU and Stonestown via
the current M tracks for an improved connection to Noe Valley
and the Mission, and M-Oceanview may terminate at SFSU or
Parkmerced.
Proposed new routes are shown in Figure 15.
The developers of the Parkmerced neighborhood have proposed four
alternative alignments of the light rail routes currently running on 19th
Avenue, in order to have the light rail extend into and through the
development. The proposed realignment would be located between the
existing stops at 19th and Holloway, and 19th and Junipero Serra, such
that existing users would not be affected.

c. Transit Stops and Facilities
No special facilities are provided for transit users around the lake, Bus
stops consist of a pole and a sign only. In some cases, bus stops have no
sidewalk or protected crosswalks to reach the lake.

d. Transit Issues
Transit-1: Lack of Quality Facilities
The low frequency of transit service around Lake Merced increases the
value of amenities such as a bench, shelter and real-time information
about transit arrivals.
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Figure 15: Proposed Transit Effectiveness
Project transit service changes near Lake
Merced

Transit-2: Inconvenient Service
Transit access to Lake Merced is limited to only a few neighborhoods.
Lake Merced is one of the few places in the city without direct transit
access to the downtown. However, the very low density of regular uses
around the lake suggests that a high level of transit service will be difficult
to achieve.
Transit-3: Poor Access to Transit Stops
The expressway nature of the roads around the lake makes bus stops
challenging for drivers and intimidating for waiting riders. The lack of
protected pedestrian crossings also means that pedestrian access to bus
stops is a major issue.

6. Parking
a. Parking Capacity
Parking at the Lake is currently free and generally abundant. Between
on-street and off-street parking there is enough capacity to accommodate
typical weekday visitor levels. However, parking can be more constrained
on weekends. On-street parking is available along most of John Muir
Drive, except along the west side of the road south the Lakewood
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Apartment complex, and along Lake Merced Boulevard from just north
of Acevedo Avenue to just south of Winston Drive. This latter on-street
parking, along Lake Merced Boulevard northeast of the Lake, is generally
fully occupied on weekdays by SFSU commuters. Major off-street lots
are provided at Sunset Circle, Harding Road, the John Muir site, and at
both ends of the viaduct at the south end of the lake.

b. Event Parking
Major events, such as golf tournaments at Harding Park and the Olympic
Club, rowing tournaments, and marathons, generally exceed the capacity
of all parking facilities in the vicinity. Limited data is available, however,
to document actual parking deficiencies on such days.
Revenues from event parking generally do not benefit the lake or offset the impacts to the lake. Funds raised by renting parking space at
the Pacific Rod and Gun Club generally go to the Club, except during
major golf tournaments when the Club and SFRPD negotiate a split in
revenues.

c. Issues
Parking-1: Poor Design Quality of Existing Parking
Existing parking lots generally are not designed to a level that is consistent
with the high visual quality of the surrounding natural setting. For
example, although improved by the recent addition of bioswales, Sunset
Circle still presents a large unsightly expanse of asphalt. The parking at
the east end of the viaduct, while avoiding expanses of asphalt, presents
heavily worn areas denuded of vegetation by informal parking practices.
Parking-2: Parking Distribution
While the quantity of parking is generally abundant, existing parking
is not necessarily located where it effectively serves lake users. Aside
from the golf course parking lot, the two largest parking lots—Sunset
Circle and John Muir site—are located in areas with limited recreational
facilities and daily public use. Both of these parking lots, while essential
to accommodate parking for special events, are generally underutilized—
less than 25% occupied—on a daily basis.
Parking-3: Adverse Effects of Event Parking on Quality of Day-toDay Visitor Experience
During major events, parking demand displaces visitors who wish to use
the lake area for other purposes. Parking spill-over from events at the
Olympic Club and San Francisco State University also displace regular
lake users.
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Parking-4: Special Parking Needs
The competitive rowing events at the Lake attract a large number of boat
trailers. Currently, there are not adequate facilities to accommodate the
special parking needs of these trailers (e.g., spaces, turning radii, etc.),
although the Pacific Rod & Gun Club does rent parking space at the
John Muir site to the rowing clubs to accommodate parking for boat
trailers and storage space for surplus sculls during special events.

C. Significant Resource Values
The approach and information presented in this portion of the Lake
Merced Watershed Management Plan relies upon and is designed to
expand upon the management objectives and recommendations of the
Significant Natural Resource Areas Management Plan (NRAP) recently
developed by the San Francisco Recreation and Park Department. The
NRAP describes the resources present at Lake Merced that are to be
protected as part of a greater objective, allowing San Francisco parks
to protect significant natural resources. The Lake Merced Watershed
Management Plan reflects the objectives of the San Francisco Public
Utilities Commission (SFPUC), with regard to protecting the resources
of the Lake. In many instances these goals are similar and/or compatible.
However, the SFPUC’s objectives are also designed to protect natural
resources, enhance the functionality of the Lake, and maintain its viability
as one of the SFPUC’s water resources that requires management and
stewardship. Instances in which the goals of the SFPUC may conflict
with those of other management agencies or overall natural resources
goal are discussed in Chapter III.

1. Physical Resources
a. Topography
As indicated on USGS topographic maps, the Lake Merced watershed is
primarily located on “flatland,” which is defined as an area of gentle slope
with low elevations that have little or no potential for the formation of
slumps, landslides, or earth flows, except along stream banks and terrace
margins (USGS, 1997). Elevations in and around Lake Merced range
from 33 feet just north of the intersection of John Muir Drive and Lake
Merced Boulevard to 104 feet at Harding Park (Fugro West, 2008) (see
Figure 16: Topography).
Upland topography adjacent to the lakes is mixed and ranges from very
steep and inaccessible to gently sloping or flat. The Lake has some steep
banks ranging approximately 20 to 50 feet in height with slope angles of
approximately 30 degrees (EDAW, 2004). East Lake’s upland perimeter
consists of steep to moderately steep slopes, making lake access difficult.
The North Lake’s upland topography is characterized by steep slopes
along most of its natural shoreline, which comprises approximately 70%
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SOURCE: EIP Associates, 2006; San Francisco Recreation and Park Department, 2006

Plan . 206323
SOURCE: EIP Associates, 2006; San Francisco RecreationLake
andMerced
Park Watershed
Department,
2006
Figure 1
Topography

Figure 16: Topography
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of the total perimeter. The remaining shoreline consists of gentle slopes
primarily located along the isthmus between the North and South Lakes.
South Lake contains flat to gently sloping upland areas comprising
approximately 50% of its perimeter, making access to the lake and lake
related land uses more suitable than East or North Lake. Impound Lake’s
upland perimeter is comprised of gently to moderately steep sloping areas
providing for good access.
Landslides can occur on slopes of 15 percent or less, but the probability
is greater on steeper slopes that exhibit old landslide features such
as scarps, slanted vegetation, and transverse ridges. Several landslide
deposits are identified on the banks of Lake Merced (Figure 17: Soils
and Land Features). These deposits are slumping masses of artificial fill
material, some of which are reported to have been mobilized during a 5.3
magnitude earthquake centered in Daly City in 1957 (Youd and Hoose,
1978). As a result of this earthquake, a few slope failures were observed
in the Lake Merced watershed including the following:
An approximately 60-foot long by 150-foot wide landslide in the fill
area at the entrance to the San Francisco Golf Club, resulting in soil
slumping.
Two landslides just north of the intersection of Lake Merced Boulevard
and John Muir Drive, resulting in soil slumping. One landslide was
approximately 100 feet long by 100 feet wide, and the other was
approximately 60 feet long by 125 feet wide.

b. Geology
The Lake Merced watershed is located on the San Francisco Peninsula,
which is part of the Coast Range Geomorphic Province of California. The
topography of the Coast Ranges is characterized by northwest-southeasttrending mountain ridges and intervening valleys that have formed over
millions of years due to movements of the earth’s crust (referred to as
tectonics). Much of the bedrock underlying the northern Coast Ranges
is referred to as the Franciscan Complex—a mixture of ancient seafloor
sediments and volcanic rocks that have undergone alteration by heat and
pressure deep within the earth. This assemblage of rocks forms most of
the hills and mountains of the Peninsula, whereas geologically young
sedimentary deposits from the valleys and plains of the region underlie
most of the urban core of the Bay Area. These geologically young, loosely
consolidated sediments form when streams, estuaries and bay waters
deposit materials eroded off of the surrounding hills and mountains.
Lake Merced overlies the Westside Groundwater Basin (Figure 18), which
consists of varying thicknesses of the basement Mesozoic Franciscan
Complex, the Pleistocene Merced Formation, the Pleistocene Colma
Formation, and Pleistocene to recent Dune Sands (SFPUC, 2005). The
majority of the surficial geologic units in and around Lake Merced are
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Associates, 2006; San Francisco Recreation and Park Department, 2006
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Department,
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composed of the Colma Formation and Dune Sand. Lake Merced is
incised within the Colma Formation and is understood to be a surface
expression of the aquifer system within that Formation, as shown in
Figure 19 (SFPUC, 2005). The Dune Sands, which are also known as
Sirdaks sand, are susceptible to erosive forces and landslides.
Liquefaction
Liquefaction is a phenomenon in which saturated granular sediments
temporarily lose their shear strength during periods of earthquakeinduced, strong groundshaking. The susceptibility of a site to liquefaction
is a function of the depth, density, and water content of the granular
sediments and the magnitude of earthquakes likely to affect the site.
Saturated, unconsolidated silts, sands, silty sands, and gravels within 50
feet of the ground surface are most susceptible to liquefaction. Portions
of Lake Merced are mapped as a California Geologic Survey (CGS)
Seismic Hazard Zones for liquefaction susceptibility (CGS, 2000). The
southwestern side of Lake Merced, the western side of North Lake, and
scatter portions of the shoreline on the northern and eastern side of Lake
Merced are mapped for liquefaction hazards.
Landslides
Slope failures, commonly referred to as landslides, include phenomena
that involve the downslope displacement and movement of material,
either triggered by static (i.e., gravity) or dynamic (i.e., earthquake) forces.
A slope failure is a mass of rock, soil, and debris displaced down slope by
sliding, flowing, or falling. Landslide-susceptible areas are characterized
by steep slopes and down slope creep of surface materials. Portions of
Lake Merced are mapped as California Geologic Survey (CGS) Seismic
Hazard Zones or landslide susceptibility (CGS, 2000). In particular, areas
with elevations over 50 feet including those along the northern shores of
East Lake and South Lake are susceptible to landslides.

c. Soils and Erosion
The soils surrounding the Lake were derived from soft sandstones. They
consist primarily of sand, loamy sand, and sandy loams. All of these soil
types are prone to wind and water erosion when unvegetated. Many of
these soils have been modified over time as development has occurred
around the Lake. Where slopes angles are low and topography is gentle,
the potential for erosion is relatively low, such as along the southern
and western margins of Lake Merced. However, where steep cliffs occur
along East Lake and portions of North and South Lakes, the potential
for erosion is high.
Soil and ground surfaces at Lake Merced have continually changed
throughout time due to natural and human influences. In the past century
the natural topography and surface soil characteristics have been altered
by the placement of artificial fill and by the construction of buildings,
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d. Seismicity
Active Faults
There are six major faults located in the vicinity of the Lake Merced
watershed. These faults are listed in Table 3, shown in Figure 20: Regional
Faults and described briefly below.
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Cross Section of Lake Merced
with Respect to Groundwater

Not to Scale

berms, golf courses, paved roads, parking lots and other infrastructure.
These changes primarily occurred on upland terrace surfaces, where the
soils are classified as Urban Land Orthents and Sirdraks (SFRPD 2006).
On steep slopes along the lakeshore, little direct modification of the soils
has occurred. Exceptions are some compaction along foot trails and the
placement of fill material, particularly near the Mesa on the north shore
of the East Lake, as part of the construction of Lake Merced Boulevard in
the late 1940s (Westfall 1999). Soils on the northern and eastern terrace
areas of the lake are underlain by bedrock in comparison with the deep
sand dune areas to the south and west. However, all of the local soils
at Lake Merced have similar sand-textured geologic parent materials,
and are susceptible to water and wind erosion when unvegetated (CDM
1998). In addition to being susceptible to erosion, the porous soils and
surficial geology provide for ideal infiltration opportunities to recharge
the underlying aquifer.

San Francisco Public Utilties Commission

Figure 19: Cross Section of Lake Merced with Respect to Groundwater

Figure 6
Lake Merced Watershed Plan

Wallace Roberts & Todd, LLC
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San Andreas Fault
The San Andreas Fault Zone, located about 1.5 miles southwest of the
watershed, is a major structural feature that forms at the boundary between
the North American and Pacific tectonic plates. The main trace of the
San Andreas Fault through the Bay Area trends northwest from the Santa
Cruz Mountains to the eastern side of the San Francisco Peninsula. In the
San Francisco Bay Area, the San Andreas Fault Zone was the source of the
two major earthquakes in recent history that affected the San Francisco
Bay region. The 1906 San Francisco earthquake was estimated at Mw
7.9 and resulted in approximately 290 miles of surface fault rupture. The
more recent 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, with a moment magnitude
(Mw) of 6.9, was centered in the Santa Cruz Mountains and resulted
in widespread damage throughout the Bay Area. The USGS Working
Group on California Earthquake Probabilities (2008) identifies the San
Andreas Fault as having a 21 percent chance of generating one or more
earthquakes of Mw 6.7 or greater in the next 30 years.
Hayward Fault
The Hayward Fault Zone, located 17 miles northeast of the watershed,
extends for 60 miles from San Pablo Bay in Richmond south to the
San Jose area. The Hayward Fault has historically generated one sizable

TABLE 3
ACTIVE FAULTS IN THE VICINITY OF LAKE MERCED
Fault

Approximate Distance and
Direction from Site

Recency of
Movement

Maximum Moment
Magnitudea

San Andreas
(Peninsula
Section)

1.5 miles southwest

Historic

7.1

Hayward
(Northern
Section)

17 miles northeast

Historic

6.9

San Gregorio
(Seal Cove Fault)

14.2 miles south

Holocene

7.3

Calaveras
(Northern
Section)

28.4 miles east

Historic

6.8

Concord / Green
Valley
(Avon Section)

30.3 miles northeast

Historic

6.9

Marsh Creek/
Greenville

41.9 miles east

Historic

6.9

Moment Magnitude (Mw) is related to the physical size of a fault and the type of motion during a fault rupture. It provides
a physically meaningful measure of the size of a faulting event. The Maximum Moment Magnitude that a particular fault
is reasonably capable of producing is derived from the joint CGS/USGS Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment for the
State of California.
SOURCES: Bryant, 2005; Peterson, 1996
a
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earthquake, in 1968, when a Mw 7 earthquake on its southern segment
ruptured the ground for a distance of about 30 miles (Bryant, 2005).
However, a large earthquake could occur on the Hayward Fault with an
estimated Mw 6.9 (Table 1). The USGS Working Group on California
Earthquake Probabilities (2008) identifies the combined Hayward–
Rodgers Creek Fault Systems as having a 31 percent chance of generating
one or more earthquakes of Mw 6.7 or greater in the next 30 years.
Calaveras Fault
The Calaveras Fault, located 28.4 miles east of the watershed, is a major
right-lateral strike-slip fault that has been active during the last 11,000
years. The Calaveras Fault is located in the eastern San Francisco Bay
region and generally trends from north to south along the eastern side of
the Oakland Hills into the western Diablo Range, eventually joining the
San Andreas Fault Zone south of Hollister. The Calaveras Fault has been
the source of several moderate magnitude earthquakes and the probability
of a large earthquake (greater than M6.7) is much lower than on the San
Andreas or Hayward Faults. The USGS Working Group on California
Earthquake Probabilities (2008) identifies the Calaveras Fault as having
a 7 percent chance of generating one or more earthquakes of Mw 6.7 or
greater in the next 30 years.
Concord-Green Valley Fault
The Concord-Green Valley Fault, located 30.3 miles northeast of the
watershed, extends from Walnut Creek north to Wooden Valley (east
of Napa Valley). Historical record indicates that no large earthquakes
have occurred on the Concord or Green Valley Faults (Bryant, 2005).
However, a moderate earthquake of Mw 5.4 occurred on the Concord
Fault segment in 1955. The USGS Working Group on California
Earthquake Probabilities (2008) identifies the Concord-Green Valley
Fault as having a 3 percent chance of generating one or more earthquakes
of Mw 6.7 or greater in the next 30 years.
The San Gregorio Fault
The San Gregorio Fault, located 14.2 miles south of the watershed, is an
active, structurally complex fault zone as much as 5 km wide. The fault
zone is mainly located offshore, west of San Francisco Bay and Monterey
Bay, with onshore locations at promontories, such as Moss Beach, Pillar
Point, Pescadero Point, and Point Año Nuevo. The USGS Working
Group on California Earthquake Probabilities (2008) identifies the San
Gregorio Fault as having a 6 percent chance of generating one or more
earthquakes of Mw 6.7 or greater in the next 30 years.
Fault Rupture
Surface rupture occurs when movement on a fault deep within the
earth breaks through to the surface. Surface ruptures associated with the
1906 San Francisco earthquake extended for more than 260 miles, with
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displacements of up to 21 feet. However, not all earthquakes result in
surface rupture. For instance, the Loma Prieta earthquake of 1989 caused
major damage in the San Francisco Bay Area, but the fault movement
did not break through to the ground surface. Fault rupture almost always
follows preexisting faults, which are zones of weakness. Rupture may
occur suddenly during an earthquake or slowly in the form of a fault
creep. Fault rupture is unlikely to occur at the proposed Project site due
to the distance from known active faults.

e. Issues
Erosion & Slope Stability-1: Erosion caused by surface runoff draining
across established roads, trails, and parking areas throughout Lake Merced
is eroding the slopes as it flows towards the lake. The size of eroded areas
range from less than 1 cubic yard of soil material to over 10 cubic yards.
Erosion & Slope Stability-2: Surface runoff and consequent soil erosion
are degrading aquatic habitat through sedimentation and also through
introduction of toxic chemicals (oil, pesticides, herbicides, fertilizers).
The most significant of these issues is the occasional overflow from the
Vista Grande Canal.
Erosion & Slope Stability-3: Heavy vegetation, soil erodibility, and
concentrated flows are factors affecting the stability of the slopes around
Lake Merced. In a few areas along the perimeter of the lake, large trees
have fallen taking soil and part of the hillside with them. The noncohesiveness of native soils and low organic content of imported soils
prevent the establishment of vegetation and, where plants are able to
grow, encourage vegetative sloughing.
Erosion & Slope Stability-4: Factors that influence the rate of erosion
include climate, soil characteristics, topography, vegetation, land cover
and land use. Natural factors that can accelerate erosion include: wildfires,
extreme weather events, and plant disease. Human activities that
accelerate erosion around Lake Merced include: disturbing vegetation,
exposing soils, development of impervious infrastructure that increases
storm water runoff, and direct drainage discharges to the lake shore.
In a detailed analysis of erosion prepared as part of this Watershed Plan
(Sherwood Design Engineers, 2009), the following six types of erosion
affecting Lake Merced were identified: concentrated-flow; sheet, interill
and rill erosion; gully erosion; lake shoreline erosion; vegetation sloughing;
and wind shear erosion. Eighteen existing and potential erosion sites
were identified as shown in Figure 21.

2. Water Resources
a. Water Resource History and Hydrology
From the late 1800’s until 1910, Lake Merced served as a direct source
of domestic water supply for San Francisco under the management of
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Figure 21: Erosion Project Boundary
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Spring Valley Water Company. Since the 1930’s, when San Francisco
purchased the lake and the SFPUC took over operations, the lake has
served as an emergency water source.
The lake receives approximately 55% of its total annual inflow from direct
precipitation. The remaining inflow is supplied from stormwater runoff
from the surrounding park, golf course lands, and roads (approximately
25%), groundwater (approximately 1%), and manmade additions
(approximately 19%) (Kennedy/Jenks Consultants, 2009) The direct
precipitation and stormwater runoff values vary with changes in rainfall.
As previously noted the lake is a surface expression of the Westside
Groundwater Basin located on the west side of San Francisco. This basin
serves parts of San Francisco and San Mateo counties as both an irrigation
source and domestic water supply.
According to previous studies, evaporation is the largest source of the
lake’s outflow (Yates et al., 1990; Yates, 2003). Evaporation has an
annual average outflow of 650 acre-feet per year, or 67% of total outflow.
Transpiration, groundwater infiltration, and man-made extractions are
the other sources of outflow. Transpiration accounts for approximately
14% of the average annual outflow, groundwater infiltration for 14%,
and manmade extractions for 5% (Kennedy/Jenks Consultants, 2009).

b. Drainage and Watershed Conditions
Historically, the lake’s watershed encompassed an area of approximately
6,320 acres (nearly ten square miles) but it has now been reduced by
development and stormwater diversions to approximately 650 acres
(CDM, 1999) (see Figure 22). This area includes approximately 250 acres
of actual lake, 183 acres of the Harding Park and Fleming Municipal Golf
Courses, 186 acres of mostly open space and undeveloped lands located
inside the perimeter roadway system, and approximately 31 acres that
includes these perimeter roads and portions of the adjoining developed
and undeveloped neighborhoods.
Stormwater inlets on the streets surrounding the Lake collect stormwater
runoff, and route it to the Lake through dedicated drainage pipes. It is
difficult to define the limits of the contributing drainage areas that make
up the Lake Merced watershed, though (as shown on Figure 22), because
it is not clear exactly how many of the inlets located within the lake’s
natural drainage basin are now part of the City’s combined sewer system,
and because the areas served by these inlets are difficult to accurately
delineate. As a result, the amount of runoff from subareas served by
these combined sewer system stormwater inlets, which bypasses the
lake and drains directly to the Oceanside Treatment Plant, can only be
approximated.
Runoff also reaches the lake by surface sheet flow, mostly on the slopes
between the surrounding streets and the lake. In addition, the lake
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occasionally receives stormwater overflow discharges from the nearby Vista
Grande Canal during large storm events, due to the canal’s insufficient
capacity. This canal carries runoff from stormwater inlets in Daly City as
well as drainage from the Olympic Golf Course, and normally discharges
directly to the Pacific Ocean.

c. Lake Water Levels
Water levels at Lake Merced have fluctuated through time, both
seasonally and over the years. In the mid 1930’s, lake levels were at
13 feet City Datum (City Datum is 11.37 feet higher than the North
American Vertical Datum 1988), and in 2009 the level was 5.7 feet City
Datum. The data shows evidence of a long term decline with a historical
minimum of -3.2 feet City Datum in 1993 (Kennedy/Jenks, 2009).
Since 1993, lake levels have risen due to increases in average rainfall and
water additions by the SFPUC.
In October 2002, SFPUC made the first of three water additions to Lake
Merced. Each time, the water was added to South Lake. These additions
were made to assess this method as a practical means of managing lake
levels. The first two additions of water (approximately 456 acre feet)
raised levels in South Lake by approximately 2 feet, but resulted in no
noticeable rise in lake elevations at the North and Impound Lakes. The
third addition of 705 acre-feet (Luhdorff & Scalmanini, 2004) increased
South Lake to 3.35 feet City Datum, and resulted in spillover from South
Lake into the North and East Lakes until equilibrium was reached. This
water addition analysis along with groundwater monitoring proved that
the shallow aquifer is in full hydraulic connection with Lake Merced
(Kennedy/Jenks, 2009).
The SFPUC has concluded that lake level fluctuations are due to a
combination of factors, including diversions of stormwater from within
the watershed away from the lake, drought, and regional and local
groundwater pumping. Lake levels increased from 2002 to 2006 because
of the reduced groundwater pumping near the lake, above-average
precipitation, SFPUC system water additions in 2002 and 2003, and
limited addition of treated stormwater from 2004 to 2006. In 2006,
Lake Merced water levels reached 6.8 feet City Datum, a level not seen
for over 20 years. In February 2010, lake levels were at 6.0 feet City
Datum, and currently the SFPUC is evaluating project alternatives to
raise and maintain lake levels.

d. Water Quality
Beneficial Uses
The beneficial uses of Lake Merced have been designated by the San
Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB)
in the Water Quality Control Plan for the San Francisco Bay Region
(Basin Plan). This designation (shown in Table 4) provides the basis
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for determining appropriate water quality objectives that are needed to
maintain the beneficial uses of these water bodies (RWQCB, 2007).
Total Maximum Daily Load
In accordance with Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act, state
governments must present the USEPA with a list of “impaired water
bodies,” defined as those water bodies that do not meet water quality
standards, even after point sources of pollution have installed the
minimum required levels of pollution control technology. Lake Merced is
listed under 303(d) as a water body impaired for Low Dissolved Oxygen
(SF-RWQCB, 2003).
Placing a water body on the Section 303(d) List of Impaired Water Bodies
triggers the development of a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)
pollution control plan for that water body and associated pollutant/
stressor on the list. The TMDL is the quantity of a pollutant that can
be safely assimilated by a water body without violating water quality
standards. The TMDL serves as the means to attain and maintain water
quality standards for the impaired water body to support designated
and potential beneficial uses identified in the Basin Plan. During each
Section 303(d) listing cycle, the water bodies on the list are prioritized,
and a schedule is established for completing the TMDLs.
Westside Groundwater Basin
Lake Merced is located in the Westside Groundwater Basin. The Westside
Groundwater Basin encompasses an area of about 40 square miles and
underlies the cities of Daly City, Colma, South San Francisco, San Bruno,
Millbrae, and parts of San Francisco, Burlingame, and Hillsborough.
The Westside Groundwater Basin includes four major geologic units,
with groundwater development occurring primarily in the Colma
TABLE 4
DESIGNATED BENEFICIAL USES OF WATER BODIES IN THE PROPOSED PROJECT AREA
Water Body

Designated Beneficial Usesa

San Francisco Region
Lake Merced

COLD, MUN (potential), REC-1, REC-2, SPWN, WARM,
WILD

Groundwater Basins
Westside A

MUN, PROC (potential), IND (potential), AGR

Westside B

MUN (potential), PROC (potential), IND (potential), AGR

a Beneficial Uses Key:

MUN (Municipal and Domestic Supply); AGR (Agriculture); REC-1 (Body Contact Recreation); REC-2 (Noncontact Recreation); WARM
(Warm Freshwater Habitat); COLD (Cold Freshwater Habitat); MIGR (Fish Migration); SPWN (Fish Spawning); WILD (Wildlife Habitat); NAV
(Navigation); RARE (Preservation of Rare and Endangered Species); SHELL (Shellfish Harvesting); COMM (Ocean, Commercial, and Sport
Fishing); EST (Estuarine Habitat); IND (Industrial Service Supply); PROC (Industrial process water supply).

SOURCE: RWQCB, 2007.
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and Merced Formations (SFPUC, 2009).Groundwater in the basin is
accessed for potable and nonpotable uses by the San Francisco Public
Utilities Commission (SFPUC), Daly City, California Water Service
Company (Cal Water), and the City of San Bruno. These four entities
work cooperatively to manage and monitor the basin (SF Planning
Department, 2007).
Groundwater quality in the Westside Groundwater Basin meets primary
and secondary drinking water standards with the exception of nitrate
and manganese which are of concern at select wells (Luhdorff and
Scalmanini, 2006). In the North Westside Groundwater Basin, nitrate
concentrations in the primary production aquifer have exceeded the
maximum contaminant level (MCL) of 45 milligrams per liter (mg/L).
In the South Westside Groundwater Basin, nitrate has also exceeded this
standard in the South San Francisco and Daly City areas. Manganese
concentrations have exceeded the secondary MCL of 0.05 mg/L in
monitoring wells near the Central and North Lake Merced Pump Station
(Luhdorff and Scalmanini, 2006).

e. Issues
Water Resources-1: Water Quality Threats
Threats to the lake’s water quality is currently caused primarily by the
contaminants contained in street/parking lot runoff and by the turbidity
caused from sediment generated by erosion occurring around the lake’s
edge. Direct discharge from the area’s stormwater inlets, overflow/seepage
from the combined sewer system and Vista Grande Canal overflows
can transfer contaminants into the lake. These include microbial
contaminants, suspended solids, hydrocarbons, metals, and large debris.
Erosion damage along the lake’s edge, primarily caused by concentrated
flows and malfunctioning stormwater infrastructure, contributes to
the sediment loading of the lake. Currently, the stormwater inlets
and culverts that feed into the lake have minimal, or no, water quality
treatment capacity.
Water Resources-2: Potential Water Quality Threats from Watershed
Uses
The past use of lead shot at the Pacific Rod and Gun Club1 has resulted in
deposits in the lake shore and bottom that represent a potential threat to
the Lake’s water quality. To date there is no conclusive evidence that the
lead shot is responsible for decreased water quality or ecosystem health.
While some clean up activities have occurred, additional studies will be
needed to determine the remaining threat potential. While fertilizer and
pesticide runoff from the Harding Park and Fleming golf courses during
large storm events2 used to be more of a concern, currently 90-95% of the
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Soil samples have demonstrated the presence of Lead along the shore of the Lake

2

Harding Park currently monitors and limits its irrigation runoff into Lake Merced
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runoff from the course now drains into a basin under the driving range.
In addition, Harding Park has followed an Integrated Pest Management
Plan since 2002 that uses only DOE-approved fertilizer and pest control
products.
Water Resources-3: Potential Water Quality Threats from Sewer
Failure
Failures or leaks in the surrounding area’s combined sewer lines, which
could potentially result in indirect discharges into the lake by leaching
into shallow groundwater that ultimately flows into the lake represent a
potential threat to water quality. A significant catastrophic threat to the
lake’s water quality is the potential for earthquake damage to the large
sewer trunk lines that cross the causeway separating Impound Lake and
South Lake. A rupture of any one of these lines would lead to the direct
discharge of raw sewage into the lake.
Water Resources-4: Potential Water Quality Threats from Vista
Grande Canal Flooding
The Vista Grande Canal has limited capacity issues, and cannot contain
the flow of stormwater from large storm events. Uncontrolled overflows
from the canal in past years have caused major erosion and flooding along
John Muir Drive before discharging into the lake. Such flooding can
increase lake volume by as much as 60 million gallons per event, but it also
causes severe erosion and damages the lake’s water quality by increasing
turbidity and introducing large volumes of urban contaminants.
Various measures have been proposed, some of which have already been
implemented, to reduce the damage and water quality impacts of these
overflows. The major erosion sites have been temporarily stabilized with
large boulders and reinforced concrete sidewalks as shown in Figure 23
to prevent further erosion and damage to the bike and pedestrian path.
These temporary structures are planned to be removed once a long term
solution is implemented. The City of Daly City and the SFPUC are in
the process of developing additional, long-term solution(s) to the periodic
overflows and their resulting negative effects on the lake.

Erosion Control Measure
Large Boulder Rip Rap

3. Biotic Resources
a. Historic Ecology of the Watershed
Lake Merced, once a lagoon called Laguna de la Merced, was historically
fed by five relatively small streams and an aquifer, with periodic connection
to the Pacific Ocean. Lagoons typically form along the California coast
in areas where sand is regularly deposited on beaches and streams only
flow during the rainy months. As winter flows begin to dry up, sand bars
form across the stream mouth and lagoons are then formed behind them.
Depending on how large the stream is and the recent precipitation regime,

Erosion Control Measure
Large Boulder Rip Rap

Figure 23: Erosion Measures along John
Muir Drive
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hydrologic connection with the ocean may be re-established annually as
winter flows return and break through the sand bar or, perhaps, only
occasionally when streams are small or during drought conditions.
Because the Lake Merced watershed is relatively small and the streams
that historically fed it had small watersheds themselves, it was probably
rare that flows were great enough to breach the sand bar that blocked
them, although it was apparently breached by an earthquake in 1852.
Beginning in the 1870’s the lake was used as a municipal water supply for
the City of San Francisco and by the late 1880’s the lake was completely
separated from the ocean likely due in large part to water diversions for
municipal use. At the same time berms were constructed to divide the
lagoon into separate lakes. Use of the lake as a municipal supply ceased
around 1910 but the lake’s water was then used to irrigate the Harding
Park Golf Course.
As can be seen in the remnants of native vegetation still extant at the lake,
historic vegetation would have been comprised of freshwater marshes
around the lake margins, with a mosaic of perennial grasslands and
riparian, dune, and coastal scrub, depending on soils, topography, and soil
moisture. Occasional coast live oak woodlands may also have occurred,
particularly along drainages. This diversity of vegetation surrounding
a large freshwater lake would have supported a corresponding wide
diversity of animal life.

b. Vegetation Communities
Vegetation at Lake Merced has changed substantially over the years.
Upland areas surrounding Lake Merced that once would have supported
coastal prairie and coastal scrub communities are now primarily dominated
by non-native forest, consisting of stands of planted cypress, eucalyptus,
acacia, and other trees and turf grass (see Figure 24: Vegetation and Table
5). Willow scrub occurs both in the uplands and at the upper margins of
the wetlands surrounding the lake. Small remnants of coastal dune scrub
still occur in the sandiest soils along the shores of Lake Merced and other
coastal scrub types can be found as well, generally in areas of steeper
topography or on thinner soils. Non-native grasses have supplanted
much of the original native grasslands, with perennial grasslands only
remaining in a few scattered locations. A small stand of coast live oak and
a stand of canyon live oak scrub also occur at Lake Merced.
The marshes around the lake margins continue to support a number of
wetland species and are dominated by native species, including bulrush
and swamp knotweed. These species form a nearly continuous wetland
fringe around the entire lake system that ranges from a few feet to more
than 100 feet in width and provides some of the most important habitat
at the lake.
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Figure 24: Vegetation
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Table 5
Natural Areas Vegetation at Lake Merced
Vegetation Type

Series

Annual grassland

ripgut brome grassland

5.77

wild oat grassland

0.78

purple needlegrass prairie

0.46

hybrid ryegrass prairie

0.02

Perennial grassland

Acreage

Grassland subtotal
Herbaceous

bee plant herbaceous

0.44

cape ivy

1.36

iceplant herbaceous

7.27

mixed exotic herbaceous

2.91

nasturtium

0.02

pampas grass

0.03

poison hemlock

0.33
Subtotal

Native Scrub

Non-native scrub

5.02

California sagebrush scrub

0.65

canyon live oak scrub

0.11

coyote brush scrub*

1.47

lizard-tail scrub*

0.41

poison oak scrub*

1.15

twinberry scrub*

0.08

yellow bush lupine scrub

0.20

French broom scrub

0.77

Himalayan blackberry scrub

0.06
9.93

bee plant/California blackberry mosaic

0.21

bee plant/coyote brush mosaic

0.33

giant vetch/California blackberry mosaic

0.73

iceplant/coffeeberry mosaic

0.10

iceplant/coyote brush mosaic

2.69
Subtotal

4.06

Native forest

coast live oak forest

0.13

Non-native forest

acacia forest

3.96

blue gum forest

14.73

cypress forest

7.68

Eucalyptus forest

0.09

mixed exotic forest

12.01

pine forest

3.55

plume acacia forest

1.12

Prunus forest

0.11

Forest subtotal
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California blackberry scrub

Scrub subtotal
Mosaic

7.02

43.38
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Willow riparian scrub

willow scrub

27.96

Freshwater marsh

bulrush marsh

34.89

cattail marsh

0.03

giant vetch marsh

1.12

rush meadow

0.71

swamp knotweed marsh

6.93

Wetland subtotal
Developed/Bare
Open water

71.64

bare ground

1.17

developed

0.44

open water

244.89
Subtotal

246.50

Total

394.88

Source: EIP Associates, 2006; ESA, 2007

Upland
Upland vegetation types at Lake Merced include:
• Annual and perennial grasslands.
-- Annual grasslands are dominated by non-native species but
also support several sensitive plant species at Lake Merced.
-- Perennial grasslands are considered sensitive due to their local
rarity and are dominated by perennial bunchgrasses.
-- Perennial grasslands may have the potential for supporting
sensitive plant species.
-- Both grassland types provide habitat for a variety of small
mammals and reptiles, including lizards, voles, and mice.
Grasslands also provide habitat for a variety of birds.
• Herbaceous.
-- All but one (bee plant herbaceous) of the series consolidated
under this classification are dominated by non-native species.
-- These vegetation types provide little value in terms of wildlife
habitat and most likely support insects and, perhaps, small
mammals and a few common bird species.
• Native and non-native scrub.
-- Most native scrub occurs in upland situations but twinberry
scrub and California blackberry scrub often occur within
or in the transitional zones between riparian and upland
communities.
-- Canyon live oak scrub is considered locally sensitive as this is
one of only two known occurrences in the San Francisco area.
-- High quality scrub may provide habitat for sensitive plant
species.
-- Two scrub types are dominated by non-native species—
French broom and Himalayan blackberry. The latter can also
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be found in both upland and riparian situations.
• Mosaic types, which generally refer to vegetation types where
herbaceous and scrub species are co-dominant.
-- Two of these types include a native shrub layer combined
with a non-native “herbaceous” layer (iceplant).
• Native and non-native forest.
-- Coast live oak forest is the only native forest type occurring at
Lake Merced and is considered sensitive due to its local rarity.
-- Non-native forest, while it has displaced native plant
communities, provides relatively high value wildlife habitat in
an urbanized setting.
-- Double-crested cormorants and great blue heron use
eucalyptus for nesting purposes at Lake Merced. Blackcrowned night heron and snowy egret may also be using
these trees for nesting. Rookeries of these species are
considered sensitive by federal and State agencies.
-- Non-native forest increases avian diversity at Lake
Merced by providing habitat for a number of bird
species that would not otherwise be found in the
vicinity, such as pygmy and red-breasted nuthatch, pine
siskin, red-crossbill, and olive-sided flycatcher.
Wetland
All wetland vegetation types at Lake Merced are considered sensitive (see
Sensitive Communities below). Wetland vegetation types at Lake Merced
include:
• Freshwater marsh.
-- There are five distinct freshwater marsh types at Lake Merced
and this general vegetation type is one of the most widespread
around the lake.
-- Freshwater marsh types are situated along a gradient of
inundation and soil moisture, with bulrush being the most
tolerant of prolonged inundation.
-- Freshwater marsh provides habitat for the sensitive western
pond turtle as well as non-native turtles, pacific chorus frog,
non-native bullfrogs, and a wide variety of birds. Freshwater
marsh also provides suitable habitat for California red-legged
frog.
• Willow riparian scrub.
-- This vegetation type primarily occupies a transitional zone
above more purely wetland types.
-- Stands of this vegetation type are considered jurisdictional
wetlands by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers when they
occur in predominantly saturated soils that exhibit wetland
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characteristics. Willow scrub can also occur in somewhat
drier situations that would not necessarily be considered
Corps jurisdictional wetlands. However, this vegetation type
is typically considered jurisdictional by CDFG by virtue of its
riparian association and high habitat values and it is therefore
included as a wetland type.
-- Willow riparian scrub provides habitat for a diversity of
birds including sensitive species such as yellow warbler and
common yellowthroat.
Aquatic Habitat
Open water comprises the greatest cover of any habitat type at Lake
Merced (245 acres).
• A variety of fish species inhabit Lake Merced (see Fisheries section
below).
• Turtles, frogs, and birds use the open waters of the Lake to forage
for insects, fish, and invertebrates.
• The Tomales isopod, a sensitive invertebrate, has been collected
from the waters of Lake Merced.
Sensitive Communities
Sensitive vegetation types are those considered to be sensitive by various
agencies, such as California Department of Fish and Game (e.g. oak
woodlands or riparian scrub) or the Army Corps of Engineers (e.g.
wetlands) or communities that are considered locally rare. Sensitive
vegetation types at Lake Merced as identified and mapped by EIP (2006)
and shown in Figure 25: Sensitive Species and Habitat include:
• Freshwater marsh.
• Willow riparian scrub.
• Coast live oak forest.
• Canyon live oak scrub.
• Perennial grasslands.
• Central dune scrub.
These vegetation types also provide valuable habitat for both sensitive
and common wildlife species. Additional sensitive habitat mapped in
Figure 25 includes rookery trees for double-crested cormorant and great
blue heron. Snowy egret and black-crowned night heron may also nest
at Lake Merced. The open waters of Impound Lake are also mapped as
sensitive habitat. This lake provides higher quality aquatic habitat since
it is only connected to the other Lakes when water levels are greater than
5 feet City Datum.
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Figure 25: Sensivite Species Locations and Sensitive Habitat
Documented Sensitive Species Locations and Sensitive Habitat
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c. Wildlife
As the only remaining large coastal lake and wetland between Pescadero
and Point Reyes, Lake Merced provides invaluable wildlife habitat for
a number of species, particularly birds. Lake Merced is an important
wintering site for thousands of birds, provides resting and foraging
habitat for fall and spring migrants, and is used as breeding and feeding
habitat for nearly 50 species.
Because of the primarily urban surroundings and the relatively limited
amount of natural habitat in the immediate area, the diversity of mammals
at Lake Merced is fairly low and generally limited to opportunistic species
that can tolerate human presence and an urbanized environment, such as
voles, gophers, mice, and raccoons. With an abundance of aquatic and
wetland habitat the lake supports several species of amphibians and reptiles,
including the western pond turtle, a California species of concern. Cat
feeding stations (which are found around the Lake) subsidize predators,
including feral cats, raccoons, possum and others. These stations threaten
the species that rely on riparian/wetland habitats.
Sensitive Species
The term sensitive species refers to species that are:
• Federally listed as endangered, threatened, proposed for listing,
formerly listed as federal species of concern, or are otherwise
listed by a federal agency as sensitive.
• State-listed as endangered, threatened, rare, as fully protected, or
as species of special concern, otherwise listed by a State agency as
sensitive, or otherwise protected under the California Fish and
Game Code.
• Listed by the CNPS’s Inventory of Rare and Endangered Vascular
Plants of California or on the National Audubon Society’s Watch
List.
• Under threat of local extirpation as determined by the Yerba
Buena chapter of the CNPS, or the Golden Gate chapter of the
National Audubon Society.
Past reports have detailed a number of special status or sensitive species
occurring at Lake Merced, primarily in remnants of native habitat,
including freshwater marshes, willow and dune scrub. An exception to
this are the double-crested cormorant and great blue heron rookeries
located in non-native blue gum eucalyptus stands. Appendix A presents
these species, their status, and occurrences at Lake Merced. In addition,
documented sensitive species’ locations are shown in Figure 25. California
red-legged frog has not been observed at Lake Merced since a sighting of
a single frog in 2000. Prior to that time the species had not been observed
since the 1970’s. Based on the presence of bullfrogs and largemouth bass,
as well as negative results of protocol-level surveys conducted in 2000,
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it is currently assumed that the species has likely been extirpated (EIP,
2006).
San Francisco Bay spineflower was recently rediscovered in sandy soils
after removal of non-native iceplant. Although the iceplant had invaded
the habitat and out-competed the spine-flower, the species persisted
in the seedbank and was able to germinate after its competition was
removed. In addition to the species listed in Appendix A, several other
sensitive plants have been documented historically at Lake Merced or in
the vicinity and have the potential to occur under similar circumstances,
given the available habitat. These include:
• San Francisco lessingia.
• Kellogg’s horkelia.
• San Francisco owl’s clover.
• San Francisco gum plant.
• Compact cobwebby thistle.
• Beach layia.
• California croton.
• San Francisco campion.
• Curly-leaved monardella.

d. Fisheries
It is generally unknown what fishes Lake Merced supported historically.
However, given the lake’s historic connection to the adjacent shoreline,
marine fish and anadromous species such as steelhead may once have
occurred.
• Twenty-seven species have been collected over the years in Lake
Merced, 18 of these are native species.
• Tidewater goby, a federally endangered species, are known to
have occurred historically (1894) but are now presumed extirpated. Several other species, including starry flounder, staghorn
sculpin, and topsmelt, may have been present at least intermittently when Lake Merced was hydrologically connected to the
ocean.
• At least 11 species have been introduced since 1893.
Lake Merced currently supports a variety of native and non-native fish,
most of which have been introduced. The most abundant species in
recent studies (Lake Merced Task Force, 2006) were largemouth bass and
Sacramento blackfish. There is no spawning habitat for rainbow trout so
this species must be stocked in order to maintain a fishery and stocked
adults persist in the lake for only a short time. Native fishes with selfsustaining populations include:
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• Tule perch.
• Prickly sculpin.
• Sacramento blackfish.
• Threespine stickleback.
• Non-native fishes with self-sustaining populations include:
• Llargemouth bass
• Common carp
• Goldfish

e. Issues
Biotic Issue- 1: Sensitive habitat at Lake Merced continues to be lost
due to the increasing presence of invasive species. Of particular concern
are the presence of non-native ice plant in the sand dune areas, the
presence of cape ivy in willow riparian areas, the presence of bull-frogs
and largemouth bass in Impound Lake, and eucalyptus in the riparian
and upland habitat.
Biotic Issue- 2: Lake Merced serves as nesting habitat for several bird
species including special status birds. Recreational activities as well as
activities required for park and watershed maintenance may disrupt
nesting.
Biotic Issue- 3: Park users are not aware of the impact of recreational
activities on biotic resources. The following issues may not be clear to all
park users:
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• Impacts of feeding bird and aquatic species.
• Impacts of the off-leash Dog Park on water quality and dune
habitat.
• Impacts off-trail hiking on grassland and upland habitat.
• Impacts of water sports on aquatic species and habitat.
Biotic Issue- 4: Changes in water levels at Lake Merced impact wetland
habitat and species. In particular, increases in lake levels could result in
permanent habitat loss.
Biotic Issue- 5: Increased sedimentation resulting from erosion of the
lake shore and stormwater runoff may result in impacts to aquatic species
and wetland habitats.

4. Scenic Resources
a. Visual Character and Quality
The Lake Merced watershed represents a significant and high-quality
visual and scenic resource within the City and region. Within the denselydeveloped, urban context of San Francisco, Lake Merced’s lakefront setting
provides a welcome visual respite, offering visitors dramatic panoramas
of the lakes and the surrounding natural and manmade open spaces.
The winding lake shoreline and varied topography provide significant
variety in both viewpoint orientation and available viewsheds, creating a
wealth of viewing conditions and opportunities. At the smaller scale, the
diversity of plant communities and habitat conditions also adds variety
and richness to the area’s visual character. In fact, there are few areas
within the watershed that do not provide a positive viewing experience.
That said, the visual character and scenic quality within the watershed is
not uniformly high or equally interesting. The watershed’s most significant
scenic resources are the dramatic and high quality, panoramic views of
the lakes. The areas with the lowest visual quality are the watershed’s
developed areas, where poor quality design and inadequate maintenance
of facilities detract from the generally high visual quality of the open
space setting. Much of the upland along the length of the shoreline has a
positive, but not very distinctive, visual character associated with its lush
vegetation, whether native or exotic.
The Harding Park golf course, while quite different from the more
natural character of the surrounding watershed, is a distinctive visual
feature. The combination of the verdant and highly manicured fairways
and greens with the dramatic sculptural forms of the mature Monterey
Cypress along the fairways creates a unique and highly scenic setting.

b. Views and Vista Points
Due to the lake’s low elevation, watershed views tend to be contained to
the immediate surroundings, unlike many views provided in hilly San
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Francisco. Typically, only the highest hills in the region and the tops of
the tallest buildings can be observed from within the watershed. This
sense of enclosure gives the area an inward focus that, combined with
the area’s natural and open space qualities, creates a sense of distance and
separation from the watershed’s urban setting.
The watershed provides several high quality vista points from which to
appreciate the lake’s scenic quality. The highest quality views are generally
from vantages that are elevated and provide long, open views across one
or more of the lakes, but several shoreline locations also provide excellent
views. These vista points include:
• Sunset Circle.
• The Mesa.
• Cypress Point.
• Viaduct East (top of hill).
• Viaduct West.
• John Muir site.
• Harding Road Boathouse.
• Harding Road picnic area.
• Pedestrian foot-bridge below Sunset Circle.
While the entire perimeter of the watershed is surrounded by public
roadways and a multi-use trail, access to high quality lake views from
these routes is relatively limited. Along much of the lake’s perimeter,
dense vegetation or topography blocks views to the lake. Dense stands
of eucalyptus trees obscure views of the lake along long stretches of the
north and west shorelines, and stands of willows, pines, and cypress block
views in other areas. Along the east side of the watershed, Harding Park
blocks views of the lake from Lake Merced Boulevard.
In addition to these perimeter roadways, four major roadways—
Brotherhood Way, Winston Drive, Sunset Boulevard, and the Great
Highway—are aligned perpendicular to the lake, meaning approaching
traffic has direct views toward the lake. The Great Highway and
Winston Drive approaches both include significant views to the lake.
Brotherhood Way only provides a glimpse of the lake, and the view from
the Sunset Boulevard approach is primarily of the Sunset Circle parking
lot. Figure 26 shows those areas where lake views are generally available
from surrounding roadways.

c. Visual Character of Adjoining Areas
Much of the area surrounding the watershed complements, or at least
does not compete with, Lake Merced’s visual character. Uses along the
west side are either predominantly open in character (e.g., Fort Funston
and the Olympic Club) or are screened by vegetation and topography
(e.g., the Oceanside Treatment Plan, National Guard Armory, and the
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Zoo). Even development north and east of the area has limited impact
on the watershed’s visual quality. Harding Park generally screens
development east of Lake Merced Boulevard (e.g., Parkmerced, SF State)
from lake views. The residential neighborhoods to the north of the
lake while highly visible from the perimeter of the watershed (e.g., the
perimeter trail, Sunset Circle, the Mesa), are generally not visible from
within the watershed. The most visually prominent of the surrounding
developments is the Lakewood Apartment complex opposite the Pacific
Rod & Gun Club on John Muir Drive. The building height (seven and
eight stories), its elevated hillside location, and the absence of significant
vegetation on the John Muir site combine to make the development
highly visible and out of character with the open space character of the
watershed, particularly as viewed from the John Muir site. In addition
to buildings, the roadways that adjoin the Lake significantly detract from
the visual quality for users of the perimeter trail, one of the Lake’s most
used facilities.

d. Designated Scenic Routes
Although not located on any City or State designated scenic routes, the
three roadways adjacent to the Lake Merced are included as part of San
Francisco’s the 49-Mile Scenic Drive, a designation established in 1938
by the Downtown Association to promote business and tourism. Marked
with a series of distinctive blue and white signs, the Scenic Drive connects
many of San Francisco’s most famous and distinctive points of interest.
The attractive views of Lake Merced’s open waters and the upland open
space surrounding the lake from Skyline Boulevard, John Muir Drive,
and Lake Merced Boulevard are the reason for its inclusion as Point of
Interest Number 31 on the 49-mile route. The scenic drive around Lake
Merced is connected to the larger 49-mile drive via the Great Highway,
Sunset Boulevard, and Sloat Boulevard.

e. Issues
Visual 1- Protecting the Scenic Quality of the Natural Setting
The scenic quality of the watershed is attributable to its natural qualities.
It is important to ensure that the built environment does not detract
from the scenic quality of the natural setting either through the amount
of development or its design.
Visual 2- Providing Facilities to Appreciate Views
The natural scenery and open space character of Lake Merced is a
significant resource for both residents and visitors to the region. To ensure
public access to this resource, it is important that current vista points are
maintained and additional vista points and view corridors are developed
where views are best.
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Visual 3- Addressing the Visual Quality of Key Gateways and
Roadways
To date, little attention has been paid to the visual quality of the
roadways that adjoin the lake or the key vehicular gateways to the area. It
is important that the perimeter of the watershed reflect the character and
high visual quality that make the setting distinctive.
Visual 4- Minimizing the Visual Effects of Adjoining Uses
In order to preserve the predominantly natural open space character of
the watershed, it is important, to the degree feasible, to minimize the
visual affect of adjoining uses on watershed users.

5. Cultural Resources
Lake Merced has a rich cultural history that is intertwined with its unique
ecologic, hydrologic, and geomorphologic history. That history is the
story about how people throughout the area’s history have been attracted
to the watershed by its unique setting, resources, and amenities, and how
because of this the Lake has played a unique role in San Francisco’s history,
despite being on the City’s periphery. However, contrary to the richness
of its history, the watershed generally lacks significant physical resources
and artifacts that would make this history apparent to the casual visitor.

a. Prehistoric Period
For hundreds of years prior to Spanish settlement, the population of
the San Francisco area coastline consisted of a tribe of people called the
Ramaytush Ohlone. Although the Spanish referred to them as a single
entity, the Ohlone actually consisted of several autonomous tribelets
that were organized around family chieftains. Although trade between
these tribelets was common, little other contact occurred between the
tribelets.
The Ramaytush Ohlone did not have permanent villages. Instead they
made short seasonal migrations between established camps. As a sheltered
site with access to the ocean and fresh water, the Ohlone likely established
camp at Lake Merced for their ocean harvest season. Although no
Ohlone camps were documented by the Spanish at Lake Merced at the
time of their arrival, evidence of three individual camps has since been
discovered around the lakes. Artifacts that have been found in the Lake
vicinity include a pestle discovered on the San Francisco State University
campus and an obsidian tool found at the Oceanside Water Pollution
Control Plant. While it is estimated that approximately 1,400 Ohlone
lived in the entire San Francisco/San Mateo area at the time the Spanish
arrived, it is unknown how many tribelets or people used Lake Merced
as a seasonal camp.
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Although the Lake area is not known to have had many oak stands
that would have provided acorns—the staple food of most California
tribes. The watershed’s riparian/coastal setting meant that the area had
abundant wildlife. The Ohlone hunted for a combination of terrestrial
and aquatic prey including local deer, antelope, elk, sea lion, whale,
salmon, mussels, and oysters. In addition to good hunting and fishing,
the tule growing along Lake Merced was an important resource for the
Ramaytush Ohlone culture. Tule balsas were used for making watercraft
and in home construction during their time near the shore.

b. Historic
The first Spanish explorers, led by Don Fernando Rivera and Father
Francisco Palou, came to the area in 1774 in search of sites for establishing
a mission. They are believed to have camped just north of where Lake
Merced Boulevard now intersects the San Francisco/Daly City line. It
was Father Palou who, in 1775, named the lake “La Laguna de Nuestra
Senora de la Merced”—The Lake of Our Lady of Mercy—subsequently
shortened to Lake Merced.
With the arrival of Spanish settlers in the late 18th century, the Ramaytush
Ohlone were forced out of their traditional cultures and many died due to
disease and mistreatment by the Spanish. In 1776, the Spanish explorers
established Mission Dolores, located well north and east of Lake Merced,
as the focal point from which San Francisco would grow. As the city
grew around the mission, Lake Merced was primarily a communityshared resource that was used for grazing the 3,600 cattle owned by the
Mission.
The first recorded title to the Lake occurred in 1835 when Jose Jesus
Castro, the Mexican Governor of California, included the lake in a land
grant to Jose Antonio Galindo. Less than two years later, Galindo sold
the land to Don Francisco de Haro, the first mayor of San Francisco. He
built a house at the southern end of the Lake, where he lived intermittently
until he died in 1849.
Concurrently, on the northern end of the lake, several farmers began
squatting on de Haro’s land in preparation for the Homestead Act, which
would give them rights to the land they held. This led to the broad
development of agriculture around Lake Merced, transitioning from
the era of using the watershed primarily for grazing. Common crops
included grains for hay, potatoes, onions, and miscellaneous vegetables.
The agricultural production continued, primarily to the north of Lake
Merced, until approximately1920 when development eclipsed the
farmland as the predominant land use in the watershed.
During the 1850s, the Lake emerged as an important site for dueling.
The City of San Francisco made dueling illegal and so “gentlemen” used
Lake Merced as their dueling grounds because it was sufficiently remote.
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One particularly famous duel ended the life of Senator David Broderick
of California. The duel contested slavery and political factions between
the Senator and a California Supreme Court Justice, David Terry. Insults
were exchanged prior to the September 1859 meeting when the men
chose a gully near Lake Merced. The wound was fatal and Broderick died
two days following the duel. The site of the duel, which is just east of Lake
Merced Boulevard on the San Francisco-Daly City line, is a designated
historic landmark and marked with a monument.
As the City grew, the latter half of the 19th Century also was a time when
the Lake area first began to be viewed as an exurban getaway. Horse
racetracks became popular at the urban fringe near Lake Merced. The
Ocean Course Racetrack (1865-1873), just north of Sloat Boulevard, and
the Ingleside Racetrack (1895-1905), east of Junipero Serra Boulevard,
operated at the end of the 19th century. Other rural get-aways for the
wealthy nearby included Ocean House, Oceanside House, and the Lake
House.
During the latter half of the 19th Century, Lake Merced’s water became
an important element in San Francisco’s history. As the City began to
grow, it became clear that a source of water would be needed to serve
the City. As one of only sources of fresh water in the area, Lake Merced
became one of the first places developed to meet this need. In 1858,
a group of businessmen established the Spring Valley Water Company
(SVWC), began to purchase water rights and land around the lake,
and develop infrastructure to deliver the water. Ultimately the SVWC
essentially formed a monopoly over the City’s water supply.
Having private control over the City’s water supply was a sore point
with the City and the people of San Francisco that resulted in decades
of dispute and litigation. Ultimately, SVWC’s control of Lake Merced’s
water resulted in the City pursuing sources in the Sierra Nevadas, and in
1908 the voters approved the construction of the Hetch Hetchy dam.
Once it became clear that the City was no longer dependent on Lake
Merced for water, the SVWC began to sell off its holdings at the lake.
Finally, after years of conflict, the City bought the Lake from SVWC in
1930.

c. The Modern Era
Due in part to SVWC’s sale of their lands around the lake, land uses began
to shift during the early 20th century at Lake Merced, resulting in a new
era for the Lake. A military installation was established during the 1890s
on the sand dunes separating the Lake from the Ocean. The installation
developed a series of coastal artillery batteries to protect the coast during
World Wars I and II. Named Fort Funston in 1917, the installation
was inactive from 1920 to 1936, and then was permanently closed in
1945 after the end of World War II. Fort Funston was finally inactivated
in 1963 and eventually transferred to the National Parks Service to be
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managed as part of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
The 1920’s saw a significant growth in recreation uses in the area. This
included the development of the area’s three golf courses: the Olympic
Club in 1920; the San Francisco Golf Club in 1924; and Harding
Park Golf Course in 1925. It also included the development of the
Fleishhacker Pool in 1925 (at the time the largest swimming pool in the
United States), and the Fleishhacker (now San Francisco) Zoo in 1929.
The Pacific Rod and Gun Club was established at its current location on
John Muir Drive in 1934, and the Clubhouse Banquet facility was built
in 1937.
The burgeoning growth of the City after World War II resulted in
significant new development in the area. To the east of the Lake, the
Stonestown shopping center was developed in 1948, the Parkmerced
residential neighborhood open in 1952, and San Francisco State
University was opened in 1953.
Today, the area reflects the open space, recreation, institutional, and
residential focus that has evolved since the beginning of the 20th Century.
Fort Funston and the Broderick Dueling Site monument refer to the area’s
past, but the watershed has relatively little in it to tie the area to its earlier
history. A sign at the Pacific Rod & Gun Club identifies the lake as part
of San Francisco’s first land grant in 1835. In addition, monuments to
Juan Bautista de Anza and Gaspar de Portolá have been located in the
park (Harding Road and Sunset Circle respectively), but both have been
relocated to the lake, and neither have any direct connection to the area.

d. Issues
Cultural – 1: Enhance Understanding of Watershed’s History
Lake Merced’s history is important to understanding San Francisco’s
growth as a city. Unfortunately, there are only a handful of interpretive
signs to inform visitors of the watershed’s history. The visitor experience at
Lake Merced would be enhanced by giving visitors a better understanding
of the area’s history.

6. Utilities and Infrastructure
Utilities and infrastructure within the Watershed Planning Area include
the SFPUC Pump Station, Vista Grande Canal, SFPUC Viaduct,
stormwater drains, parking areas, and lighting. The existing utilities
and infrastructure serve both the immediate watershed and the broader
geographic area. The Pump Station, Vista Grande Canal, and SFPUC
Viaduct are integral pieces of the infrastructure of San Francisco and
Daly City.
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a. Stormwater and Wastewater Management
Stormwater runoff within in the watershed boundary is managed
primarily by two systems, a series of direct drainage stormwater inlets
and the SFPUC’s combined sewer system. Most stormwater inlets within
the watershed boundary on the surrounding streets collect stormwater
runoff and route it to the Lake directly through dedicated drainage pipes.
Other stormwater inlets are connected to the SFPUC’s combined sewer
system. Figure 27: Stormwater Inlets shows the locations of known direct
discharge stormwater inlets, combined sewer stormwater inlets and inlets
that have unknown discharge locations. As a result of this hybrid drainage
system, runoff from certain subareas served by the combined sewer system
bypasses the lake and drains directly to the Oceanside Treatment Plant.
At Sunset Circle Parking Lot, the stormwater infrastructure consists
of recently constructed bioswales and detention areas that promote
infiltration and remove contaminants before stormwater is discharged
to the Lake. This project included retrofitting the parking lot’s drainage
system to incorporate Low-Impact Design (LID) strategies, such as curb
cuts that allow runoff to enter rain gardens, vegetated filter strips, swales
and infiltration basins. The retrofit project is an excellent local example
of strategies that rely on natural processes to increase infiltration, recharge
aquifers, treat pollutants, increase habitat, increase scenic appeal, and
reduce peak flows that can contribute to erosion where culverts discharge
to the Lake. This site demonstrates the applicability of LID strategies and
includes examples that can be applied to similar sites around the lake.
The Vista Grande Canal, which parallels John Muir Drive from Lake
Merced Boulevard to near the Lakewood Apartments (see Figure 27),
currently conveys stormwater flows from Daly City and the Olympic
Golf Course to a tunnel that extends perpendicular to John Muir Drive
and South Lake, and ultimately discharges to the Pacific Ocean. The
limited capacity of the canal and tunnel cause periodic flooding of John
Muir Drive.
In addition to the stormwater management facilities described above,
the developed areas of the Lake’s watershed, including Harding Park and
Fleming golf courses are served by the SFPUC’s combined sewer system
for wastewater collection (Figure 28: Combined Sewer Systems). The
viaduct that separates Impound Lake from South Lake covers a large
diameter sewer conduit that crosses the lake, as shown in Figure 28. This
three compartment conduit carries combined sewer and storm water
flows to an SFPUC pump station located on John Muir Drive, across
from the Pacific Rod and Gun Club.
The impending SFPUC Wastewater Master Plan (WWMP) is scheduled
for release in 2010. It is possible that WWMP will contain one or more
sewer improvement projects within the Lake Merced watershed. These
potential projects may have isolated hydrological impacts wherever
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they are sited, but the existence and extent of those impacts cannot be
evaluated until the WWMP is released.

b. Potable Water
The developed areas of the Lake’s watershed, including Harding Park
and Fleming golf courses are also served by the SFPUC’s potable water
distribution network. Currently, irrigation demand for the Harding
Park and Fleming golf courses is satisfied by the SFPUC’s potable water
network, but this is expected to change in the future (see ensuing Recycled
Water section).
The Lake Merced Pump Station, which is operated by SFPUC, supplies
water to the Sunset and Sutro reservoirs, which in turn supply other
areas of the City. The continual operation of this facility is critical to
the delivery of water to about 60% of San Francisco. The existing pump
station building, pumping equipment, and mechanical and electrical
systems, which were built in 1953, have exceeded their useful life and
are currently (2010) being replaced. The new facility will include two
structures—a new pump building and an electrical utility building, each
approximately 8,000 square feet.
The SFPUC is currently moving forward with the Water System
Improvement Program (WSIP) to create long-lasting improvements
to the City’s aging water infrastructure. Once completed, multiple
elements of the WSIP will have direct effects on Lake Merced, including
the SFPUC Pump Station upgrade and the Lake Merced Water Level
Restoration project.

c. Recycled Water
The Harding Park Recycled Water Project has been approved, so the
source water for irrigating the Harding Park and Fleming golf courses
will transition in the future to recycled water (See Figure 29) from the
North San Mateo County Sanitation District, a subsidiary of Daly City.
The new system will entail construction of:
Distribution Facilities: A new pump station at the Harding Park
Maintenance Yard, and approximately 4,800 feet of 18-inch diameter
distribution pipeline along Lake Merced Boulevard.
Storage Reservoir: A new 700,000 gallon underground recycled water
storage tank at Harding Park Maintenance Yard.
Back-up Connection: A back-up connection to the SFPUC potable water
distribution system.
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Figure 29: Proposed Harding Park Recycled Water Project
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d. Issues
Utilities and Infrastructure – 1: Seismic Safety of Sewer Main in
South Lake Viaduct
The proximity of the sewer viaduct to the San Bruno Fault raises the
issue of seismic safety and potential for contamination of the Lake. If the
viaduct were to fail during a large seismic event, these lines and the outer
conduit could rupture, resulting in the direct discharge of raw sewage
into the lake. Such an event would disrupt the Lake’s ecology and could
compromise the Lake’s water quality for an extended period of time.
Utilities and Infrastructure – 2: Resolving Flooding from Vista Grande Canal
The lack of suitable capacity in the Vista Grande canal and tunnel system
has resulted in flooding, uncontrolled overflows into the Lake, and serious
erosion of John Muir Drive and the Lake’s shoreline. Currently, project
alternatives are being explored to resolve flooding issues associated with
the canal, including the possible use of wetlands to treat stormwater
for diversion to the lake. All such alternatives will undergo thorough
environmental review prior to selection of a preferred direction.
Utilities and Infrastructure – 3: Reducing Pollution from Urban Run-off
Degradation of the lake’s water quality is primarily caused by the
accumulation of contaminants contained within street/parking lot
runoff and by the higher turbidity that results when shoreline erosion
causes sediment levels in the lake to rise. Surface runoff helps maintain
lake levels, but currently the stormwater inlets and culverts feeding the
lake have minimal or no water quality treatment. Many of these direct
discharge structures are in need of baseline maintenance as well as end-ofpipe water quality and erosion improvements. Treating the runoff either
through LID (Low Impact Design) measures, mechanical solutions or
proprietary systems prior to discharge would enhance the lake’s water
quality, assuming they are properly maintained.
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